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PREFACE 

This volume is intended as an introduction to group-theoretic methods in 
analysis on spaces that possess certain amounts of mobility and symmetry. 

The role of group theory in elementary classical analysis is a rather sub
dued one; the motion group of R3 enters rather implicitly in standard 
vector analysis, and the conformal groups of the sphere and of the unit 
disk become important tools primarily after the Riemann mapping theorem 
has been established. 

In contrast, our point of view here is to place a natural transformation 
group of a given space in the foreground. We use this group as a guide for 
the principal concepts (like that of an invariant differential operator) and 
as motivation for the leading problems in analysis on the space. For examples 
of problems that arise naturally in such a framework, we call attention here 
to the Eigenfunction Problems (A, B, and C in Introduction §1, No. 1, p. 2), 
the Radon-inversion and Orbital Integral Problems (A-D in Chapter I, §3, 
p. 147), and the Invariant Differential Operator Problems (A-E in Chapter 
II, §4, p. 277). 

The present volume is intended as a textbook and a reference work on the 
three topics in the subtitle. Its length is caused by a rather leisurely style with 
many applications and digressions, sometimes in the form of exercises (with 
solutions). 

The introductory chapter deals with the two-dimensional case, requiring 
only elementary methods and no Lie group theory. While this example has 
considerable interest in itself, it serves here to connect our main topics to 
classical analysis. Its primary purpose, however, is to introduce techniques 
and theories that generalize to semisimple Lie groups and symmetric spaces, 
including Harish-Chandra's c-functions (treated in generality in Chapter 
IV), the author's work on harmonic analysis on symmetric spaces (to be 
treated in generality in another volume), and group-theoretic analysis of 
the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian, including classical boundary value 
properties of harmonic functions. 

In Chapter I we give an exposition of invariant integration on homo
geneous spaces and relate this to the structure theory of semisimple Lie 
groups. We formulate general analytic integral-geometric problems (Radon 

xiii 
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transforms and orbital integrals) for a double fibration of a homogeneous 
space and develop their solutions in an elementary fashion for some simple 
classes of homogeneous spaces. 

In Chapter II we discuss the effect on differential operators of a group 
action on a manifold. This gives rise to a separation of variables for differen
tial operators, projections, transversal parts, orbital parts, and radial parts 
of differential operators; all these are useful for problems with built-in 
invariance conditions. 

Chapter III deals with linear group action on a vector space and with 
the corresponding invariant polynomials and harmonic polynomials. The 
results, together with a description of the orbits, find analytic applications 
in the case of the linear isotropy representation of a symmetric space. 

In Chapter IV we study the (zonal) spherical functions, that is, the ^-in
variant eigenfunctions of the ^-invariant differential operators on the 
Riemannian homogeneous space G/K. Their theory, as well as that of the 
corresponding spherical transform, is worked out in considerable detail 
for the case of symmetric space (and its tangent space). Here the connection 
with representation theory is particularly simple and important. 

In the investigation of the spherical function's behavior at x>, Harish-
Chandra's beautiful c-function emerges. Eventually this function is expressed 
by the formula 

m = n 2-<"-">>r«tvu0» 
c^ ; c°rlh r ( K R + i + </A, « 0 »)r(kR + m2a + (a, «0»)' 

the notation being explained at the end of §6. As indicated there, each detail 
in this formula has its own significance. In particular, the location of the 
singularities of c(X) is crucial for the proof of the Paley- Wiener-type theorem 
for the spherical transform, which in turn enters into the proof of the corre
sponding inversion and Plancherel formula. 

Chapter V deals with harmonic analysis on compact homogeneous spaces 
UjK. Because of the intimate connection with finite-dimensional represen
tation theory for U, the chapter begins with a detailed exposition of the weight 
theory and the character theory for U. 

Since this book is in part intended as a textbook, we now give some 
description of its level. The first third of the book is introductory and has 
on occasion been used as a textbook for first-year graduate students without 
background in Lie group theory. The remainder of the book requires some 
standard functional analysis results. The Lie-theoretic tools needed can for 
example be found in my book "Differential Geometry, Lie Groups, and 
Symmetric Spaces" (abbreviated [DS]), of which the present book can be 
considered an "analytic continuation." Thus, our aim has been to provide 
complete proofs of all the results in the book. Although this process of 
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unification and consolidation has at times led to some simplifications of 
proofs, we have in the exposition been more concerned with clarity than 
brevity. 

Each chapter begins with a short summary and ends with historical notes 
giving references to source material: an effort has been made to give appro
priate credit to authors of individual results. At the same time we have tried 
to make these notes reflect the fact that the logical order of the exposition 
often differs drastically from the order of the historical development. 

Much of the material in this book has been the subject of lectures at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in recent years; some of the content 
of my lecture notes [1980c, 1981] has been incorporated in the Introduction 
and in Chapter I. Parts of the manuscript have been read and commented on 
by M. Baum, M. Cowling, M. Flensted-Jensen, F. Gonzales, A. G. Helmink, 
G. F. Helmink, B. Hoogenboom, A. Koranyi, M. Mazzarello, J. Orloff, 
F. Richter, H. Schlichtkrull, and G. Travaglini. I am particularly indebted 
to T. Koornwinder for his numerous useful suggestions. 



PREFACE TO THE 2000 PRINTING 

The manuscript for this book was completed in late 1982 and 
was published by Academic Press in 1984. The book has been un
available for a long time and I am happy to have this new printing 
published by the American Mathematical Society. 

The book is the forerunner to my book "Geometric Analysis on 
Symmetric Spaces" published in 1994 by the American Mathematical 
Society as Vol. 39 in the Series "Mathematical Surveys and 
Monographs". 

In this new printing I have taken the opportunity to correct a 
few inaccuracies and also to add a number of footnotes which are 
collected towards the end of the book in a section entitled "Some 
Details". The place of the footnotes is indicated by a dagger t. Some 
of these footnotes furnish alternative, more elementary proofs and 
some are clarifications of occasional tough spots in the exposition. In 
addition, an errata list appears after the Index. 

Many of these corrections and footnotes are based on sug
gestions by readers and I would like to express my appreciation to A. 
Koranyi, A. Mattuck, F. Rouviere, H. Schlichtkrull, G. Shimura, H. 
Stetkaer, and particularly P. Kuchment who translated the book into 
Russian. 
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE READER 

Since this book is intended for readers with varied backgrounds and since 
it is written with several objectives in mind, we give some suggestions for 
its use. 

The primary purpose has been to provide readers having a modest Lie-
theoretic background with a self-contained account of the three topics in 
the subtitle. However, the various chapters are largely independent of each 
other and could individually serve as textbooks for one- or two-semester 
courses. 

(i) The introductory chapter is so elementary that it could be used for an 
advanced undergraduate course. 

(ii) Chapter I is an independent account of group-invariant integration 
and analytic integral geometry. A reader wishing only an elementary treat
ment of the Radon transform with some natural generalizations could read 
this chapter and skip §1 and §5. 

(iii) Chapter II (together with §1 and §5 of Chapter I) provides an inde
pendent treatment of invariant differential operators. Some of the most 
natural problems for these operators are discussed in the introduction to 
§4, Chapter II. 

(iv) Chapter III deals with invariants, particularly Weyl group invariants, 
harmonic polynomials, and orbit decomposition for the complex isotropy 
representation associated with a symmetric space. This chapter is almost 
entirely independent of the previous ones. 

(v) Chapter IV, when preceded by Chapter I (§1 and §5) and Chapter II, 
provides an independent account of the theory of spherical functions with a 
certain degree of completeness. 

(vi) Chapter V (together with Chapter IV, §1, No. 2) gives an independent 
exposition of analysis on compact homogeneous spaces with emphasis on 
the symmetric ones. The chapter starts with a brief account of the basic 
representation theory of compact Lie groups. 

Exercises and Further Results. Each chapter ends with a few exercises; 
some of these are routine applications and others develop the general theory 
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XX SUGGESTIONS TO THE READER 

further. Stating such results with no hint of proof or reference I consider 
counterproductive; hence solutions are provided at the end of the book. 
These solutions are often fairly concise and some of them (indicated with a 
star) rely on other references. Hopefully such exercises can furnish suitable 
topics for student seminars. 
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SOLUTIONS TO EXERCISES 

INTRODUCTION 

A. The Spaces Rn and Sn. 

A.1. (i) The space spanned by the translates of / can be decomposed 
into subspaces on which 0(n) acts irreducibly. Each of these will contain 
a function <f>k for some /c, so by the irreducibility of the spaces Ek 
these subspaces are among the Ek. 

(ii) The group 0(1, 1) is generated by the transformations 

n-(xi\-+(chi s h t V x A (X*\-+(±XA 
a<[x2) ^sht c h t ^ x 2 | \x2) \-x2)' 

Consider the function / on x\ — x\ = — 1 defined by 

f(xux2) = sinh"1^!). 

Then fa'(xl9 x2) = f(xl9 x2) — f, so / is 0(1, 1) finite, yet is not the re
striction of a polynomial. 

A.2. Consider for A ^ 0 the transform F -> / given by 

f(x) = f eiX{x'w)F(coi) dco, F e L2(Sn~*). 
Js*-* 

Generalizing Lemma 2.7, we see that the map F -> / is one-to-one. 
Using Theorem 2.7 of Chapter II, we let Sx be a sphere in Rn with center 
0 such that each feSx{Rn) is determined by its restriction f\Sx to Sx. 
Because of Theorem 3.1, the space Ek = E^S"'1) is exactly the space of 
functions / eC(S" _ 1 ) which are 0(n)-finite and for which the representa
tion of 0(n) on the space of translates is equivalent to S (in Prop. 3.2). 
The space Ek(Sx) is similarly characterized. The maps 

F^f\SX9 F-+f, FeL2(Sn-l\ 

are, by the above, one-to-one and commute with the action of 0(n). By 
the characterization of Ek indicated the first map sends Ek(Sn~l) inject-
ively into Ek(Sx)9 hence surjectively. Hence each 0(n)-finite feSx{Rn) 
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has the form stated. The proof of the irreducibility criterion for TA now 
proceeds as for Theorem 2.6. 

A.3. There is a natural bijection of J^JJ^k-\ onto Ek commuting with 
the 0(n) action. Thus we see that already 0(n) acts irreducibly on 

A.4. The Lie algebra sl(2, C) of SL(2, C) consists of the complex 2 x 2 
matrices of trace 0 viewed as a real Lie algebra. Given X e sl(2, C), 
u e £(R2) we put 

(X*uXz) = (~ u(exp( - tX) • z)\ Q, zeR2 

By the quasi-invariance of L, X*u is harmonic if w is harmonic. The state
ment to be proved is that if A: S0(R2) -• g0(^2) *s a continuous linear 
mapping such that AX* = X*/4 for all X e su(2, C) then ,4 is a scalar. 
Taking X as 

(o o) or (o o) 
we find that A commutes with d/dx and d/dyy and therefore maps the sub-
spaces Jf and Jf (of holomorphic and antiholomorphic functions, re
spectively) into themselves. Taking X as 

Co - 9 
we find that A commutes with the operator xd/dx + yd/dy, which on Jf 
coincides with zd/dz. This implies easily that A is a scalar on Jf and 
similarly on Jt? hence on ^0(R2). 

A.5. (i) Let Dk(n) = dim Pk and dk(rt) = dim Hk. Writing a poly
nomial in (xx, x„) as a polynomial in x„ with coefficients in 
(x j , . . . , x„_ x) we see that 

£>*(") - £ Dk-P(n - 1) = Dk{n - 1) -f D^^n) , 

so by induction on k -f H we have 

n M . ^ + l l - ^ + l - ^ / n + l c - l 

^*w - ^ - - y k 
Since by Eq. (4) of §3 dk(n) = Dk(«) - D,_2(K) = Dk(n -\) + Dk^(n-\\ 
part (i) follows. 
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Part (ii) follows from Eq. (3) of §3. For (iii) we have by the mean-value 
theorem for harmonic functions 

\Rn
h(x+y)f(x) dx = ( L / ( x ) dx)h(y) 

if / is any rapidly decreasing radial function. Here we can take f(x) = 
e-d/2)\x\2

 ancj s j n c e /j is a polynomial we can replace y by any complex 
z e C . This gives 

f h(x - iy)e-<lf2){x>x) dx = (-0fc(27r)(1/2)nb(y). 
JRn 

Using Cauchy's theorem on the holomorphic function 

z-+h(z - iy)e-{1,2){z>z) 

we can shift the integral on the left to Rn + iy. Then (iii) follows. (The 
result is given in Bochner [1955] with a proof involving Bessel func
tions.) 

(iv) Let <j) G Ek and let h^ denote its unique extension to an element 
of Hk. Note that S^XIxl 2 - ") is a harmonic function of homogeneity 
2 — n — k. Writing it as |x|2_n~*iKx/|x|) w e s e e using Eq. (3) of §3 that 
if/ is an eigenfunction of L with eigenvalue 

- ( 2 - n - /c)(2 - n - k + n - 2), 

so [// e Ek. The mapping 

thus maps Ek into itself. Since it clearly commutes with the rotations, 
Schur's lemma and Theorem 3.1(H) show that the mapping is a scalar 
multiple of the identity. This proves (iv) except for the value of the con
stant ckn, which can easily be calculated by using hk+l from part (ii). 

A computational proof (using induction on k) can easily be given for h 
of the form {a, x)k aeCn isotropic. 

B. The Hyperbolic Plane 

B.I. In fact, if g e G the point g • o can be written na • o (ne Nyae A) 
so g~ lna e K. 

B.2. Part (i) follows from [DS] (p. 548), which also shows that 
SU(\, 1) and the conjugation z -+ z generate the group of isometries of 
D. Since the conjugation z -• z of D corresponds to the map w -• 1/vv of 
the upper half plane part (ii) follows. 
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(iii) Since c maps Euclidean circles into circles it is clear that as a set 
Sr(0 ' s a Euclidean circle. It passes through the points (0, e±2r) so the 
statement is clear. 

B .3 . This follows from (24) and (32) combined with the classical 
Paley-Wiencr theorem for R. Another proof can be given by means of 
Abel's integral equation 

(f)(u) = f F(u + y2) dy, 

appearing in the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
B.4. (i) Clearly </>-A(z) is real for all z if and only if f(X) is real for 

all r e a l / e ® 5 ( D ) , which by B3 is equivalent to 

/ : 
e~iXl(j)(t)dt 

being real for every real $ e &(R). This in turn is equivalent to cos(Xt) = 
cos(Xr) and (i) follows. 

(ii) Let X — £ + irj where £, r\ e R. Assume first \rj\ < 1. Then if 
JeLl(D) and is radial 

J|/(z)</>_A(z)|</z < | | / ( z ) | ^ ( z ) J 2 

= \e*Flf](t)dt= fieV + e-^F^iOdt 
JR JO 

< 2 e?F\j\{i)dt < oo 
Jo 

because we have 

f | / ( 2 ) | d z = f e-'Fm{t)dt< co 
JD JR 

and F ( / ) is even. Thus </>A has a finite integral against any //-function and 
so is bounded. 

On the other hand, suppose (f)x bounded. If rj = 0 there is nothing to 
prove and since (j)x = 0_A we can assume rj < 0. Then Theorem 4.5 
applies and e{~a+ 1)r</>A(ar • 0) has a nonzero limit as r -* -f-oo. But the 
boundedness of <f>x then implies Re( — iX + 1) > 0 and so rj > — 1 as de
sired. 

B.5. The calculation is the same as that of Lemma 4.9 (cf. Helgason 
[1976], p. 203). 

B.6. This follows by approximating / by functions fne<3*(D) and 
using (32). 
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B.7. As in text expand the function feS>(D), 

meZ 

where fm(ei0z) = eim6fm(z). Then fm and fm have the form 

fm(l eie) = eimefm(A, 1), 

/M(e» t) = eimeMl, t), 
and 

/m(A,l)= fe-'Mn(l,0dt. 
JR 

Also, by (58), 

Pm(^) 
and since pm(iX) and pm( — i'A) are relatively prime this implies 

fm{K\) = pm{-iX)h(X), 

where h(X) even and of exponential type. Now the result follows from the 
Fourier inversion 

/ m ( l , r y= (27 r ) - 1 f JJX, \)emdk. 
JR 

B.8. These are the circular arcs connecting —1 and 1 inside D. They 
are the curves xt: r -> x(r, t) in Exercise B9 and consist of points of fixed 
non-Euclidean distance from the geodesic A • o. 

B.9. We have x(r, t) = ar- x(0, t) = ar • (tanh f i) where ar e Sf/(1, 1) 
is as in §4. This gives the formula for x(i% t). Next substitute £ = x(r, r) 
into the formula 

ax = T* 2 a - i c i 2 ) 2 ' 
B.10. We have by (24)-(27) 

/(tanh s) = F((chs)2) 

if F(x) = x-<i/2)W+»). it follows that 

\2 , ,,2-v 
f/(0 F((cht)2 + y2) dy 

R 

= (cht)" ,A f (1 + z 2 ) - ( 1 / 2 ) ( U + , , d z 
JR 

= (cht)-anc(X). 
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C. Fourier Analysis on the Sphere 

(i) Immediate from §3. No. 1. 
(ii) The first relation and the second for (s, a) > 0 are clear from the 

uniqueness of (j)k in Prop. 3.2. For (5, a) < 0 the second relation holds 
at least up to a constant factor which however is 1 because by the first 
relation CJ(- 1) = ( - \)k 

(iii) Denote the integral by F(s, sf). Since F( — s, - s') = F(s, s') we 
may assume (s\ a) > 0. Next observe F(us, us') if u is a rotation of B. Let 
u^ be a rotation of angle 0 in the xnxn+l plane. If we can prove 

Fi^s, u+s') = F(s, sf) 

for all (j) with (M^S'> a) > 0 then (iii) is reduced to the case s' = a and then 
(ii) applies. Thus it suffices to prove dF{u^s, u^s^/dcfr = 0. 

Each b e B can be written 

b = (ci cos 0, c2 cos 0 , . . . , cn_, cos 0, sin 0, 0), c eSn~2. 

Putting 

0(C, 0, (/>, S) 

n- 1 

= /' cos 0 £ CyS,- + i sin 0(s„ cos <£ - sn+, sin 0) + s„ sin </) + 5„+1 cos 0 
7 = 1 

we have 

**.*("* •*) = [#(t\0><M)]\ 

A*(w^') = [ a ( c , 0 , ^ ^ ) ] - k " " + l . 

For each m e Z we have the differential equation 

1 — — cos 0 —- = m#m sin 0 
<7(/> O0 

and the volume element decomposition 

db = (constjcos"" 28 dO dc ( - n/2 < 0 < n/2). 

Using these facts we get after simple computation 

dFju+s, u+s') 

= - ' f f ^ k>(c, °> & ^ ( c , 0, </>, sTk'n+ l cos""J 0] dO = 0. 
J c e S n - 2 j _ 7 r / 2 tftf 

(The result is from Sherman [1975], the proof from J.-G. Yang [1983].) 
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(iv) Let (j)k(s) = Q((s, a)) (k e Z+) so by Lemma 3.5 

/ = td(k)f*cl>k. 
k = 0 

Then 

J ^ > ' ) M k) db = ^f(s)(jebJs')fUs) db) ds 

As)C"k((s, s')) ds 

= f f{u • a)Cn
k((u • a, s')) dw 

Jo(n+ 1) >>0(n + 1) 

so we have the compact analog of Lemma 4.7. 

f*4>&)= eb9h(s)f(b9k)db 
JB 

and the result follows using the expansion above. (With a suitable defini
tion of / the result holds for all / e ^ ( S n ) ; cf. Sherman [1975].) 

CHAPTER I 

A. Invariant Measures 

A.I. (i) If H is compact, |det(AdG(H))| and |det(AdH(H))| are com
pact subgroups of the multiplicative groups of the positive reals, hence 
identically 1. 

(ii) G/H has an invariant measure so |det AdH(h)\ = |det AdG(/z)|, 
which by unimodularity of G equals 1. 

(iii) Let G0 = {g e G: |det AdG(#)| = 1}. Then G0 is a normal sub
group of G containing H. Since ^(G/H) < oo, Prop. 1.13 shows that the 
group G/G0 has finite Haar measure, and hence is compact. Thus the 
image |det AdG(G)| is a compact subgroup of the group of positive reals, 
and hence consists of 1 alone. 

A.2. The element H = (_? i) spans the Lie algebra o(2) and 
exp Ad(g)tH = g exp tHg~x = exp( — tH). 

A.3. We have det Ad(exp X) = det(ead*) = e
Tr(adX\ so (i) follows. For 

(ii) we know that G/H has an invariant measure if and only if 

exp(Tr(adg T)) = expCTrCad,, T)), Tel)-

Put T = tX( (r < i < n\ t e R, and differentiate with respect to t. Then 
the desired relations follow. 
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A.4. To each g e M(n) we associate the translation Tx by the vector 
x = g - o and the rotation k given by g = Txk. Then kTxk~l = T k x , so 

Gi92 = TXlkxTX2k2 = T ^ + ^ . ^ / c ^ . 

S i n c e g f c l > J C l -^ 2 j X 2 = flfklfc2tJCl + ik t.,2 this shows that the mapping g-> gktX 

is an isomorphism. Also 

J f(9ko,x09k,x) dk dx = \f(gkokt 
x0 + k0- x) dk dx 

= \f(Gk,x)dkdx 

since dx is invariant under x -> x0 -f /c0 • x. 

A.5. By [DS], Chapter II, §7, the entries (JO{J in the matrix fi = 
X~l dX constitute a basis of the Maurer-Cartan forms (the left invariant 
I-forms) on GL(n, R\ Writing dX = XQ. we obtain from [DS] (Chapter 
I, §2, No. 3) for the exterior products 

n dxu = (det xr n «u. 
so I det X\~nY\i,jdxij is indeed a left invariant measure. The same result 
would be obtained from the right invariant matrix (dX)X~l so the uni-
modularity follows. 

A.6. Let the subset G a G be determined by the condition det Xlx ^ 
0 and define a measure dfx on G' by 

d^ = \dctXlirl n dxv 
( i , j ) 7 f c ( l , l ) 

If dg is a bi-invariant Haar measure on G we have (since G — G' is a 
null set) 

f fia) dg = f /to) dff = f f(g)J(g) dm 
JG JC JG' 

where J is a function on G'. Let T be a diagonal matrix with det T = 1 
and tu...ytn its diagonal entries. Under the map X -> TX the product 
ri(i\./)*(i,i) ^ xu *s multiplied by t\~~xtn

2-• tn
n and | d e t X n | is multiplied 

by t2ti • • • tn. Since det T = 1, these factors are equal, so the set G' and 
the measure JJ, are preserved by the map X - • TX. If A is a super-
triangular matrix with diagonal 1, the mapping X -> AX is super-
triangular with diagonal 1 if the elements xtj are ordered lexicograph
ically. Thus Yldj)*{i*i)dXij is unchanged and a simple inspection shows 
det((y4AT)n) = det(Xlt). It follows that G' and d\i are invariant under 

*See "Some Details," p. 611. 
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each map X -> UX where U is a supertriangular matrix in G. By trans
position, G' and d\i are invariant under the map X -> XV where V is a 
lower triangular matrix in G. The integral formulas above therefore show 
that J(UXV) = J(X). Since the products UV form a dense subset of G 
([DS], Chapter IX, Exercise A2) /i is a constant multiple of dg. For 
another, more down-to-earth proof see Gelfand and Naimark [1957] 
(Chapter I, §4). 

A.7. A simple computation shows that the measures are invariant 
under multiplication by diagonal matrices as well as by unipotent 
matrices; hence they are invariant under T(n, R); cf. Gelfand and Nai
mark [1957] (Chapter I). 

A.8 . G leaves invariant the metric y~2(dx2 + dy2) on H ([DS], 
Chapter X, Exercise G l ) and the Riemannian measure is y~2 dx dy, so D 
has finite area. Since G = r7r_ 1(D) where n: G - • H is the natural pro
jection g -* g • i, /i(G/r) < oo. 

Remarks, (i) D is actually a fundamental domain for T in the sense 
that each T-orbit in H meets D and if two distinct points of D are in the 
same T-orbit they lie on the boundary of D. Also, T and S generate 
T (see, e.g., Serre [1970]). 

(ii) The finiteness ^(G/T) < oo for G = 5L(n,/?), T = SL(n, Z) is 
classical (Hermite, Siegel; for an elementary proof, see Bourbaki [1963], 
Integration, Chapter 7, Exercise 7, §3). For an extension to semisimple 
groups see Borel and Harish-Chandra [1962]. 

A.9. Part (i) is straightforward. For Part (ii) we just indicate the 
proof in the case of G'2>4. The invariant measure is of the form 

D(a, ft, c, d) da db dc dd 

where the density D is to be determined. Requiring invariance under 
rotations in the (fu /2)-plane and in the (eu e 2 ) -p l a n e giyes> respectively, 

(1) D(a cos cj) — b sin (/>, a sin cf) -f- b cos (/>, c cos </> — d sin 0, 
c sin </> -f d cos (/>) 

- D(a, ft, c, d), 

(2) D(a cos (j) — c sin (/>, b cos 0 — J sin 0, 
a sin 0 -f c cos </>, £> sin (/> -f d cos (/>) 

= D(a, ft, c, J). 

Invariance under rotations in the (el9 / ,)-plane gives 

(3) D(«', 6', c', dr) = (a sin 0 - cos (f))4D(a, b, c, d) 
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where 
In' h'\ 

(cos 0 — a sin </>) 1 

v *) 
(a cos (f> 4 sin (/> ft \ 
y c d cos 0 4 (be — ad) sin </>/' 

From (1) we obtain with r = (a2 4 62)1/2, 

(4) D(r, 0, r~ *(ac + fed), r" ^ad - 6c)) = Z)(a, &, c, d), 

and from (3) we derive 

(5) D(0, 0, - ( a 2 + I)" *c, d) = (a2 + l)2D(a, 0, c, d). 

Combining (4) and (5) we get 

(6) D(«, 6, c, d) = (r2 + 1)"2Z)(0, 0, - ( r 2 4 l ) " 1 ' 2 ! - " ' ^ + bd\ 
r-\ad-bc)). 

Also, by (1) and (5), 

D(0, 0, c, d) = D(0, 0, 0, (c2 + d2)1/2, 

D(A, 0, 0, d) - (a2 + l)'2D(09 0, 0, d), 
whence 

D(a, 0, 0, 0) = (a2 + 1)~2D(0, 0, 0, 0). 

But (1) and (2) imply 

D(a, 0, 0, 0) = D(0, a, 0, 0) - D(0, 0, A, 0) = D(0, 0, 0, a). 

The formula for D now follows easily. 
A.10. (i) This comes from the usual formula for surface area in Rn. 
(ii) The invariant measure can be written 

f(x1,..., xp+q+ j) dxx - • • dxp+q 

letting xl9..., xp + q serve as coordinates. Since 0(p, q) acting on xl5 . . . , 
xp+q leaves the measure invariant / is a function of 

Xi 4- • • • -4 x p — x p + 1 — ••• — xp + q 

and x p + q + 1 only, hence of xp+q+1 only. Now use the invariance under 
the group 

(xl? x 2 , . . •, xp+q+ 0 -> (xx ch r 4- xp+q+ j sh t, x 2 , . . . , xx sh f 4 xp + 4 +1 ch t). 
This shows that 

/(Xp+,+ i)l*i,+«+il = const. 
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A.11. (i)-(ii) follow by routine computation. For (iv) it is sufficient 
just to verify that given a, /JeC, a/? =£ 0, |a|2 + |/?|2 = 1 there exist uni
que t, 0, (f) such that 

0 < t < 7c, 0 < 0 < 27c, -27c <4><2K, 

and such that (1) holds. For further information concerning this exercise 
see, e.g., Vilenkin [1968]. 

B. Radon Transforms 

B.1. Let (t)E^H(Pn) and put 

(D(A,co)= [ct>(co,p)e-^dp. 
JR JR 

Then O is holomorphic in A. Let A G C " be isotropic and consider the ex
pression 

(al*»)("»'dl.' 
where /, fceZ+, I < k. Using (f>e@H(Pn) we see this expression vanish. 
Now apply Theorem 2.10 of the Introduction to O. 

B.2. (i, ii) As in Introduction, §3, let Skm [1 < m < d(k)~\ be an 
orthonormal basis of the eigenspace Ek of L = Lsn-i. Then we have the 
following result. 

Theorem. The range ^(J?n)" consists of the functions i//e@(Pn) which 
when expanded, 

fc>0, 1 <m<d(k) 

/rave J/ie property that, for each fceZ+, l < r a < d(/c), 

where <$>km e $){R) is even. 

By Theorem 2.10, @(Rny is characterized by 

I <Km(p)PZ dp = 0 for / < fc, 

which (by Fourier transform) is equivalent to the description above. 
[The evenness of (j>km comes from the property ij/i — co, —p) = \l/(co, p).] 
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B.3. Let Te£'(Pn) such that f = 0. Then T( / ) = 0 for each fe 
@(Rnl With notation from B2 define Tkm e S\R) by 

Tkm{<t>) = J 4>(p)Skm(co) dT(p, OJ). 

Since the expansion for i// (in B2) converges in <$(Pn) (Introduction, 
Theorem 3.4 or Chapter V, Corollary 3.4), 

W) = Z TkMkm). 
k, m 

Thus by B2, dk/dpk(TkJ annihilates all even functions in ®(R). On the 
other hand, it annihilates all odd functions because 

JV(-p) dTJip) = ( - 1)" j<Kp) dTkm(p). 

Thus dk/dpk(Tkm) = 0, so, since Tkm has compact support, Tkm = 0. 

B.4. Because of Eq. (46) of §2 we have 

Jf = U 6 <T(P") : J7(<D<K<D d? = 0 for / e ®(JT)l; 

in other words, ^ equals the annihilator {0~Y of @(Rnf in <f(P"). But 
then (since d£=-dcodp) Theorem 2.10 implies that Jf contains each 
space Ek® pl if k — / > 0 and even. Denoting now 

J. <4>,<A> = | (MZMOdt, 

we shall prove for </> e 3){Pn) 

(*) (j)e@(Rnyo((t),Ek(g)pl>=0 for fc - / > 0, even. 

It suffices to verify the implication <=. For this we expand 

</>(<^> p) = X Z (frrmiP^rmiw)-
r>0 1 < m <</(»•) 

The condition <(/>, £k (x) p'> = 0 then implies 

<t>km(p)pl dp = 0, /< - / > 0, even. 1 
But since (j)km{ — p) = (— 1 )k<f>km(p) this integral vanishes for /c — / odd. 
Hence </) e 0(IT)~ as stated (cf. B2). 

Now suppose \\f ^ Jf and decompose 

(**) <A = X *A* 
fc>0 
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where (cf. B2) 
<A*(<w, p) = Z il/km(p)skm(^y 

1 <m<d(k) 

The decomposition if/ = £ i//k is the one given by Corollary 3.4 of 
Chapter V, so the various \j/k transform under inequivalent representa
tions of 0(n). Thus the condition \p = 0 implies \pk = 0 for each /c. 

In analogy with (**) we decompose each f e@(Rn) 

fc>0 

[Corollary 3.4, Chapter V or Introduction, Eq. (19), §3.] Then by (*) we 
have for each k and each </> E 3>(Pn)k 

4> e (@(Rn)kf o <</>, Ek®p1} =0, k - I > 0, even. 

For a fixed k the spaces Ek ® pl (I < k, k — I even) span a finite-dimen
sional space Ek whose annihilator (Ek)x in Q){Pn\ is (®(l?n)fc)". But 4/k — 
0 implies that ij/k lies in the double annihilator ((E^Y, which by 
the finite dimensionality equals Ek. Since (**) converges in the topology 
of £(Pn) (Corollary 3.4, Chapter V), \\t lies in the closed subspace gener
ated by the spaces Ek ® pl. 

B.5. (Sketch) It is easy to prove by approximation that each Z in 
the image (£") has the property stated. Conversely, suppose I e f ( P " ) 
has the stated property. Because of the Remark following Theorem 2.17 
we define S e 2\Rn) by 

S(f) = Z(A/). 
Let dg be a Haar measure on the isometry group G = M(n). If g e G let 
S9 denote the image of S under g [i.e., Ss(f) = J / (# • x) dS(x)] and define 
Z9 similarly. If F e ®(G) the distribution 

/ - f F(g)S%f)dg, fe®(Rnl 

is given by a function s on Rn. Also, the distribution 

0 - f Ffo)Z W <fo, </> e 0(P"), 

is given by a compactly supported function o on P". Since Z vanishes on 
the kernel Jf from B4 we have o{.M) = 0 so by Theorem 2.10 a = h for 
some he<3>(Rn). The Remark following Theorem 2.17 now shows 
s(x) = c /?(x) so 5 e ^(/T). Hence, by Exercise E2, Chapter II, S e S\Rn). 
Since s = c a a suitable limit argument shows S = c Z as desired. 

A related result has been proved by Ambrose (unpublished) and a 
generalization by Hertle [1983]. 
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C. Spaces of Constant Curvature 

C.1. Let I.Q-i ->R"+1 denote the identity mapping. We shall prove 

I*<t>*(ds2) = dx\ + • • • + dx2 - dx2
n+ „ 

l*^*{do2) = dx2 + ••• + dx2 - dx2
+1, 

which is the substance of CI. But by [DS] (Chapter I, §3. No. 3) 

®*(dyd = (x, + i + l)~ldx{ - x,(x„+1 + 1)~2 dxa+l, 

so 

®*(ds2) = £ dxf + (x„+ , + 1)~2 £ x? dxU, 
i = l 1 

-2(x„+ 1 4- ^ " M X ^ ^ i j ^ + i -

But on Q_x we have 
n n 

2^ X,- = X„ + ! — 1, 2^ ^i "Xi ~ Xn + 1 "Xrt + 1? 
1 1 

SO 

I*(<J>*(ds2)) = t dxf + * ± i - = - j dx2
n+1 - - ^ - dx2

+l 
I Xn + 1 "+" 1 X„ + j "h 1 

= £dx? - dx2
+1. 

I 

Also 

y*(dzd = (xn+ i - x j " 1 dx,. -x,(x, l + 1 - x„r2(dx„+ 1 - dx„) (1 <i<w), 
^ ( d z j = - ( x n + 1 - xn)_2(rfxw+1 - dxn). 

But since 

/* | £ *t- ^xi + *« dxn - x„ + t dxn+! 1 = 0 

a computation similar to that made before gives 
I*(V*(d<r2)) = dxf + • • • + dx2 - dx2

+x. 

C.2. We may use as the hyperbolic plane the unit disk \z\ < 1 with 
the metric 

a ( l - x 2 - y 2 ) 2 ' 
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which gives curvature — 1 and the distance 

d(zu z2) = log- , S(zl9 z2) 1 -5(zl9z2y v 19 z; \\~ zxz2\' 
[Introduction, §1, Eq. (6)]. This means that 

S = tanh(rf/2) 

It suffices to verify (2) for a triangle ABC = ozAz2 with z1 on the x axis. 
Then A = o, B = tanh(c/2), C = tanh(fo/2)eM, so 

tanh ? = KB. C) = . l ^ ^ r ^ ^ ' 2 v ' ' 11 - tanh(ft/2)eM tanh(c/2)|' 

Now (2) follows by a simple computation using the formulas 

1 + tanh(fl/2) . , 2 tanh(a/2) 
cosh a = - , - ,_ , sinh a = 1 - tanh2(a/2)' 1 - tanh2(a/2) 

Formula (1) can be derived directly from (2). 
For curvature — e2 we use the model D' 

ds2=4n zz:^ M<«- J -
dx2 + dy2 

(1 - s\x2 + y2))2 

Then we find 
e|z| = tanh[|ed(o, z)]. 

We consider again a triangle ,4£C = oz1z2 with zx on the x axis. Then 

A=o9 B = i tanhfc) , C = 1 tanh(y)eM . 

The mapping 

z _» (z _ z^/0 — s2z1z) 

maps the disk |z| < c~l isometrically onto itself so 

a = d(Zi, z2) = dlo, - 2 2 . 1 

\ 1 — s zxz2j 
and 

e(|z2 — zL |)/11 — s2z1z2\ = tanh(ea/2). 

This equation can be written 

h(—\ - ltanh(fi&/2)gM ~ tanh(ec/2)| 
tan I—J ~ |! _ tanh(efc/2)^^ tanh(ec/2)j 
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Thus (1) and (2) hold for DE if we replace a, b, and c by m, eb, and 
£c. Letting e -> 0, D£ formally tends to the flat plane and formulas (1) and 
(2) converge to the standard trigonometric formulas 

a 
sin A sin B sin C ' 

a2 = b2 + c2 — 2bc cos A. 

D. Some Results in Analysis 

D . I . As in Introduction §3 consider the bilinear form 

<A q> = ' (£• -#>> 
on the space Pk of homogeneous polynomials of degree k. It is nonde-
generate and the annihilator of the set of polynomials x -> (x, co)k as a> 
runs through Sn~l is 0. 

D.3 . It is obvious that 

lim r 
r = 0 Jo 

Fire'^re-^e-' dt =0 

and if r > 0 
/»oo poo poo 

r ¥{re\ re" V dt = F(T, r2x " L) dx -» F(T, 0) dr. 
Jo Jo Jo 

D.4. Let a -» 0 in the formula L(a" l ( r a - 1)) - a r a " 2 . 
Note, however, that while 

L((log r)ra) = 2ara~2 + a2(log r)r a"2 , 

multiplication by log r is not continuous in £/" so we cannot state 
lima_0 a2(log r)ra'2 = 0 (remark by R. Melrose). 

D.5. Let a = lim sup,_, + Q0 | / ( 0 I ; if e>0 then \f(t)\<a + E for 
all sufficiently large t so 

lim ~ f | / ( t ) | 2 ^ < ( a + K)2-
T - + oo * ^ 0 

Now (*) follows. Next let l} - Re k}. If l} < 0 then limr^ + 00 p / 0 ^ ' = 0-
Suppose lj > 0 for 1 < j < s, l} < 0 for j > s. Then 

< a. lim sup 
t— -f oo 

Po(0 + I p/0**'' 
y = i 
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Thus we may assume s = r. We first claim lx — l2 = • * • = lr = 0. Other
wise let / = max(/1?..., lr) > 0 and suppose lx = . . . = / . = ly l} < I for 
j > L Let n be the maximal degree among pl9..., pt and put 

Then 

c'j = lim Pj(t)/tn. 
t~* + oo 

0 = lim sup r \ T f t | p o ( 0 + p,(0e*" + • • • + pr(0<?*r'l 
f— + 00 

= lim sup |c\e(k'-l)' + ••• + c'ie*-k'~l)'\, 
t-* + co 

contradicting (*). Thus / = 0. 
Next let m be the maximal degree among p09...,pr and put c} 

limr_ + QO Pj(t)/tm. If m > 0 our assumption implies 

whence 

lim r m 

t-* + oo 

lim 
* — + oo 

Po(0 + I Pj(0eki' 
1 <j<r 

= 0, 

co + I c,-e*J' 
I < J < r 

= 0, 

contradicting (*). Hence m = 0, so each p, is a constant and (*) implies 
IPOI < a. 

CHAPTER II 

A. The Laplace-Beltrami Operator 

A.1. The differential equations for geodesies {[DS], Chapter I, §5, 
Eq. (3)} show that rjj(p) = 0. Now use Prop. 2.6. 

A.2. The results are local so we may assume M has an orthonormal 
basis X!,..., Xn of the vector fields. Let co\..., of be the dual basis of 
1-forms. Then of = a>Xk and co1 A • •• A CO" is the volume element. The 
Lie derivative 0(Xk) satisfies 

o(xk)wl = YJ(ri
jk-ri

kj)a)j 
j 

(use [DS], pp. 540, 44-45), whence by Lemma 2.2, 

div(x,)=X(n,-nl). 
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* CO 

A * CO 

On the other hand, * co1 = co2 A • • • A CO", etc., and Scok can be cal
culated by means of the first structural equation ([DS], Chapter I, 
Theorem 8.1) in terms of the T)k. One finds 6cok = — div Xk and now 
S(cox) = —div X follows by using Eq. (14) of §2. 

Finally, if feS{M) we have 

grad / - £ (XJ)Xi9 d/ = Z (Xtf)o>i, 
i i 

div(grad / ) = X Xff + X (* , / ) div X„ 
i i 

A/= -5d/= -sfe (*,/>') 

-•dUyxjY 

= Y,(xif)*d*coi + *d(zjxiA 

= I (Xt / ) div X,- + * I (X^jfyof A * a)'' 

= div grad / . 

A.3. The space G/H is in each case symmetric, hence reductive, so 
D(G/H) is determined by the algebra /(m) of AdG(//)-invariants on m 
(cf. Theorem 6.1 in Chapter I). The space G/H being isotropic, each 
q e /(m) is constant on each "sphere" {X # 0 in m: gc(X, X) = c} in m; 
hence t/(X) = F(ge(X, X)) where F is a function. But then F is a poly
nomial; now use Corollary 4.10. 

A.4. (i) We have giJ = gji so by Theorem 4.3 

= HgVKXiXjVXe) = Ig^i^-fi^iuX, + tjXj))) ^ 

For the pseudo-Riemannian structure given by B the one-parameter sub
groups are the geodesies through e; the Christoffel symbols therefore 
vanish at e for the canonical coordinates. Thus by Proposition 2.6, Q coin
cides with the Laplace-Beltrami operator LG at e, hence everywhere by 
their invariance. Now D e Z(G) by Corollary 4.5. 

(ii) Choosing the basis (Xt) compatible with the Cartan decomposi
tion § = t + p the argument above shows that /i(Q) and LG/K coincide 
at the origin {K}, hence everywhere by the invariance. 
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A.5. Using notation from A2 we have g = £ t - a /® a/ so (i) follows 
from the proof of A2. Formula (1) follows from LexptX = /i(exp tX)L by 
differentiation. 

(iii) Let M have pseudo-Riemannian structure g and put h = x2g. 
Then hu = x2gij9 hij = x~ V , * = T2W0> and by (22) §2 the new Christoffel 
symbols are 

(i) r,y = rj, + tfa/iog T) + ^.(log T) - *y I ^ ( log t) 

Thus by Proposition 2.6 the new Laplacian L* is given by 

L*/ = T - 2 [ L / + (n - 2)(grad /)(log T)], 

which by (17) §2 can also be written 

(2) L*/ = x-nll-liL(xn,2~\f) - L(Tn/2~l)fl 

Now we need the identity 

(3) - L(xnf2~l) = cn(K*xn/2 + l - JCT"'2"1), 

where K* is the scalar curvature for the Riemannian structure h (see 
Yamabe [1960], where the scalar curvature has the same sign). The de
sired result now follows from (2) and (3) because, L and K being invar
iant under isometries, we can take T as the identity mapping. 

This quasi-invariance of L occurs several places in the literatures; see, 
e.g., Friedlander [1975], Qrsted [1981b], and also Kosman [1975]. To a 
large extent, it goes back to Cotton [1900]. 

A.7. Let U be an arbitrary coordinate neighborhood on M and let fi 
be given on U by 

dpi = d(x) dxx — - dxn = d(x) dx. 

Then the equations 

[{Xf){x)g{x)d(x) dx = ^f(x)(Xg)(x)S(x) dx, fe 9{U), g e £{U\ 

jl(Xf)g + f(XgMx)dx = jX(fg)l&(x) dx = jfg-06(x)dx = 0 

imply 

^(Xf)(x)g(x)d(x) dx=0 

for all / , g, whence X = 0. 
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A.8. (Harish-Chandra [1960] ) During the proof of Proposition 5.23 
we saw 

Yp = (coth c)Zp - (sinh cYlZf\ c = j8(tf), 

so 

A r
/ ? =(s inhc) - 1 {^Z / J -Z;" 1 } . 

Hence 

-XpX_p = (sinh c)~2{ZpZ^ + (ZpZ^r1 - ecZpZt; - e^Zf'Z^}. 

Using 

Z/?z_0 = z_pZp + [z#, z_p j 

= Zfl_yz, + (cosh c)[Z^ Z ^ ] + (sinh c)[Z„ Y,,] 

we obtain 
- x ^ . p = (sinh cy2{ZpZ_p + (zpz.pyl - e<z°s;zp - e-<zailz-fi 

~\{e2c + 1)[Z„ Z_„] - i(e2c - 1)[Z„ F_,]} 
Here we apply (9 and note that 9{Za

p~l) = Z£, etc. This gives a formula 
for 6(XfiX-fi) in which we replace /? by -p and a - ! by a. Adding, we ob
tain 

-(XpX„p + 0(X_pXp)) 
= (sinh cy2{zpz^p + z ^ + (z^z^ + z-pz0y-1 

-2ecZaS;Zp-2e~cZyxZ„p} 
+ ^c(sinh crHCZ-zi, W ~ [Z/,, y - J } . 

Put Q+ =i:PeP + (XpX-.fi + X_pXfi). Then 0Q+ = Q+ so that Q+ -
£(Q+ + 0Q+). Also, lZp,Y-p] + [Yp,Z-p]=Ap so that the formula 
above gives 

Q+ = YJ coth c/1^ 

- X (smh ^ ^ { ^ Z ^ -f Z.^Z^ + ( Z ^ Z ^ -f Z ^ Z / " 

-2ecZ°;;Zp-2e-cZflZ_p} 
Since the mapping /? -> — /?0 = /?* is a permutation of P+ we have A'/?* = 
cp0X-p9 X __p* = c^p0Xp where c^eC. Since 0 preserves # and since 
B(XP, X-p) = 1, we have t^c .^ = 1. Hence 

Zp*Z_p* = cpC-pZ -pZp = Z_pZp. 

This gives the desired formula. See also Anderson [1979]. 
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B. The Radial Part 

B.1. Let v0 e V be such that the orbit H • v0 has maximal dimension. 
Then dim(H • v) = dim(H • v0) for y in a neighborhood N0 of v0 in V. 
According to Chevalley [1946] (Chapter III, §7, Theorem 1) there exists 
a coordinate system {xu ..., xn} near v0 in V such that 

xt(v0) =0 (1 < i < n) 

and such that each slice xr+l = ar+lJ...,x„ = an is a part of an orbit 
H • i;. Then the submanifold JCJ = 0 , . . . , xr = 0 can serve as W (remark 
by R. Palais). 

B.2. This is clear from (33') because here S(r) = A(r). 

B.3. By (i) the orbit H • w is locally compact and thus homeomorphic 
to H/Hw. By (ii), //" is compact for each v e K* so no change is required 
in the proof of Theorem 3.7. 

B.4. The right-hand side of the formula is independent of the choice 
of basis (Hi). But with (Ht) orthonormal the computation is the same as 
in the proof of Proposition 3.9. 

C. Invariant Differential Operators 

C.1. The group G = GL(n, R) acts on the space Pn of n x n symmetric 
positive definite matrices by 

P -» gplg> if pePn, geG, lg = transpose of g, 

and the isotropy group of / is K = 0(n). For the Lie algebras we have 
g = f -h p and p is the space of all n x n real symmetric matrices X. If 
fee K, then AdG(fe)|p is given by X -• kXk~l. The algebra J(p) of invar
iant polynomial functions is generated by 

Tr(X\ Tr(XX), . . . , Tr(Xn). 

This boils down to the fact that the symmetric polynomial in n variables 
Xu . . . , kn (the eigenvalues of X) is a polynomial in 

kx + ••• + A„,...,AW
1 + ••• +A;. 

By Corollary 4.10 the algebra D(G/K) is generated by the corresponding 
operators D{ (\ < i < n). With the inner product Tr(XY) on p the 
matrices ef = Eih 1 < i < n, ê - = 2~lj2(Eij + Ey) (i > j) form an or
thonormal basis. Writing the matrix X = (xtJ) in the form X = ]T f̂l-er- -f 
5] ^7e0- we have £££ = xl7, ^ = 21/2x0-. If 

Tr(Xfc) = Pk(£M) 
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we have to determine Pk(d/dt;pq). But for a = 2~1/2 

( Cll> • • • > a^n\^ 

'• '• 

and we have 
d 

-, ...,a 

ex 
d 

a Stm''"' dL 

the symmetric matrix with entries \{\ + du) d/dxLj. Since Tr(Ar*) = Pk(^pq) 
we have 

Thus the operators 

(£>*/)(</ • 0) = [ W (4X)f(9 exp X • o) 

generate D(G/K). 
A different description of D{G/K) is given Maass [1955] and Sclberg 

[1956]. 

C.3. (i) Since AdG(w) fixes H each P e I(a + I + q) can be written 

P(tf, T, * ) = £ //kPk(7; X). 
k 

But each Pfc(T, X) is invariant under the action 

(T, X) -> (wT, ml) , m e M = SO(« - 1). 

By a standard result about invariants (cf. Weyl [1939], p. 31) Pk is a 
polynomial in |T |2 , T • X, and |X|2. This proves (i). 

(ii) We have the commutation relations Xt = [7], / / ] , [X{, 7}] = 
<5l7H, [X,., # ] = 7] {[DS], Eq. (17) p. 407}. The symmetrization k satis
fies 

" i = 1 
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Using the commutation relations this can be written 

i = 1 Z i = 1 ° 

and also as 

By subtraction, [DH9 Dm2'] = —2DT.X; the other formulas from (ii) 
follow similarly. 

C.4. In the notation of Theorem 5.16 we have 

D<f>v = y(D)(iv)ct>v D e DK(G), 

Let s e W, let ms e M' be a representative and put Ns = msNm~l. Then 

# = H exp 4*(0)fc, /c £ K, ,4S(#) £ a, n e Ns. 
Let y5: DK(G) -> D^(^4) be the homomorphism defined by using the 
Iwasawa decomposition G = NSAK in place of G = NAK and put 

Then by Eq. (38') of §5, 

z># = /(D)(iv)^;. 
Comparing the two Iwasawa decompositions we see that 

A*(g) = sA(mrlg). 

As a result (f)5
v = <£v, so y5 = y. 

The result is given in Schiffmann [1979] with a different proof. 

D. Restriction Theorems 

D.4. For R > 0 select CK such that 

\cj>(H)-(t>(H')\<CR\H -H'\ 

for all H, // ' in the ball \H\ < R in a. The X-invariant extension <£> satis
fies such an inequality on each maximal abelian subspace b of p. Given 
X, Yep the distance from X to the orbit Ad(K)Y is minimized at a point 
Ad(/c0)Y for which X and Ad(k0)Y commute (Prop. 5.18, Chapter I) and 
so lie in the same b. Thus \<&(X) - ®(Y)\ < CR\X - Y\ if both |X| , 
\Y\<R. (cf. Helgason [1980a], Proposition 2.4). 
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E. Distributions 

E.1 . By definit ion 

f ( / x T)(g-o)F(g.O)dg = (?*T)(F) 

= f h(gh)f(9)dgdf(h) 
JGJG 

= § ?(£)($ f(gh~l -o)dT(h)\dg, 

proving the first relation. The second follows in the same way. 

E.3. If F G 3){G) then 

(5 * (D*) t)(F) = J M F(xy) rfs(x) I d((D*) 00>) 

= t(F * Ds) - fffXyx-1) d(Ds)(x) dt(y) 

= \ \ F ( ^ d(Ds)(x) dt(y) = (Ds * t)(F). 

Use this result for s = S, f - f, D e A(/(p)). Then, using (13) §5 and the 
bi-invariance of r \ 

D(s * 0 = D(s * 5 * t) = D(s * t*) = s * Z)r" 

- 5 * (D*)V - 5 * (D*)V = Ds * r" = ZXs * r. 

F. The Wave Equation 

F . 1 . By Eq. (63) of §5 we have for x0 e IT, r > 0, 

t?(x, 0) daj(x) = v(x0,y)dco(y). 
sao) 

The function u(x0, y) is constant in y on hyperplanes perpendicular to the 
yx axis. Proceeding as with Lemma 2.30 in Chapter I we therefore obtain 

( i ) Q.nr"-l(Mru0)(x) = Q„_ir f (r2 - t2) (1 /2 ) (" 3 ,u(x0 , r) dt. 
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Case I. n odd. Divide Eq. (1) by r, differentiate j(n — 3) times with 
respect to r2, and then apply d/dr. This gives 

(2) ti(x0,r) + w(x0, - r ) 
Q 5 / 5 \d/2)(n-3) 

Now the function w(x, 0 = wr(x, 0 satisfies the wave equation with initial 
data vv0 = ui9 wr = utt(x,0) = LRnu0. We can replace u by w, u0 by 
w0 = ux in the last formula and get by integration 

(3) w(x0,r) - w(x0, - r ) 
Q / Q \(l/2)(»-3) 

Adding (2) and (3) an explicit solution formula for n odd is obtained. 

Case II. n even. Again divide (1) by r and differentiate j(n — 2) times 
with respect to r2. This gives 

nr ST' • \ jy -t2y 1 / 2 [ u ( x ° ' ° + M ( x ° ' ~ 0] dt 

Q„ / d V,/2)(" 2> , 
{r"-2(Mr

Uo)(x0)}. <V,\dO-2) 
The integral on the left is inverted as in Eq. (19) of §2 in Chapter I. Again 
we can use the identity replacing u by u, and w0 by »,. Here one gets the 
solution formula 

u(x0, ±r) 

= - i — —5 ^Tnl 5-1 [ r ' ' - 2 ( M ' M 0 ) ( ^ o ) ] ^ 
&» - 2)]! \dr J0 (r2 - t2)1'2 \dU2)J L °A °U 

r t ( d \< i /2 ) ( n -2 ) -i 

F.2. In accordance with Chapter I, Exercise CI, we use the half-space 
model for H" and have 

ds2=y~2(dy2 + --- + dy2), yn > 0. 

Then the Laplace-Beltrami operator is given by 

\dy2 dyi-J dyz dy„ 
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which by the substitution yn = es can be written 
' „ _ i \ 2 l 

- ( l / 2 ) ( n - l ) s 0 Id2 d2 i •„,„,-.>K / " - ' v ° e 

L^u(x,j/)) = ^ 2 x - 1 > ' [ a 2 

With yn = es put 

u(x, y) = i ; (x l 5 . . . , x„, y 1 ? . . . , yn) = e{ll2){n' i)su(*u • • • ,xn9 s). 

Then, using the differential equation for u, 

(&u In- l^2 

Jj? 
= Ly(v(x,y)). 

Now use Theorem 5.28 for the point (x0 , y0) = (x, o), where o is the 
origin ( 0 , . . . , 0, 1) in H". Since i;(x, o) = t/(x, 0) we obtain 

u(z, 0) dco(z) = v(x, y) dco(y). 

The non-Euclidean sphere Sr(o) is a Euclidean sphere with center 
( 0 , . . . , 0, ch r) and radius sh r. On the plane yn = es the metric is 

so the intersection with the sphere Sr(o) is a non-Euclidean sphere of 
Euclidean radius [2es(ch r — ch s ) ] 1 / 2 ; its non-Euclidean (rc - 2)-
dimensional area is 

"n- i [2^~ s (ch r - ch s)]<1/2)(»-2) 

and the function y - • p(x, y) is constant on it. The arc-element on the 
circle 

y{ = (2e5(ch r - ch s))1/2, y2 = - • • = yn_ , = 0, j/„ = es 

is 

yn l(dy\ + ^ 2 ) 1 / 2 = sh r[2es(ch r - ch s)Y±ds. 

The integral relation above thus becomes 

( 4 ) 

Qn sh" ' lr{Mru0){x) = Qn_ishr f iv(x, s)(2 ch r - 2 ch s)ii/2n"-3) ds. 

The function w(x, s) = t/s(x, 5) satisfies the same differential equation as 
w(x, s). This we can in the last formula replace w(x, s) by ws(x, 5) and w0(x) 
by ux(x). Using now the method of the last problem we obtain: 
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Case I. n odd. The solution u(x, 5) is given by 

) ( « - 3 ) / 2 "I 

[sh"-2s(Ms
Wl)(x)] I 

d + 
^3(2 ch 5) 

In particular, Huygens's principle holds. 

Case II. n even. From (4) we obtain 

n — 3 n — 5 
2 

• • 1 f (2 ch s - 2 ch r)~1/2[w(x, r) + u(x, - r ) ] dr 
2 Jo 

This Abel-type integral equation can be solved for u(x, s) 4- w(x, — 5). 
Using (4) on us we get an analogous equation for u(xy s) — u(x, — s), so a 
solution formula for u(x, s) follows. 

For relevant references see Holder [1938] (for the pure equation Lu — 
uss = 0 with Huygens's principle absent), Giinther [1957, p. 23] (giving 
(5) for n = 3, using a different method), Helgason [1964a, 1977c, 1984], 
Lax and Phillips [1978], (?>rsted [1981b], and Kiprijanov and Ivanov 
[1981]. 

CHAPTER III 

1. Since the invariants of 0{py q) are the polynomials in Q (compare 
Exercise A3, Chapter II) this follows from Theorem 1.2 [for 
(P> <l) ^ 0> 1)]. For (p, q) = (1, 1) use substitution yt = xl9 y2 = ix2 and 
observe that a polynomial identity F(cosh (, sinh 0 = 0 implies 
P(cos 0, i sin 0) = 0. 

2. (i) If A is singular then Kx has a Lie algebra larger than that of M 
so Kx T* M and saA = A for a certain Weyl reflection sa ^ e in W. If A is 
regular then Kx and M have the same Lie algebra. If k e Kx and 
A = £ + /?7 (£, rj E a*) then /c£ = £, /c?/ = f/. For each restricted root a 
either a(A^) or OL(A^ is nonzero. Thus the centralizers 3̂  and 3„ of £, and ^, 
respectively, in p have intersection a. Since k leaves each of these central
izers invariant we have k e M', the normalizer of a in K. Then the Weyl 
group element s = Ad(/c)|a fixes the set JM5 + IM, point wise. But 

K ^ ) | + | a (^ ) |>0 
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for each restricted root a so this set contains a regular element. Hence 
s = e so k e M. 

(ii) The statement j e<fA(p) is proved just as was Lemma 3.14. 
(iii) This follows from (ii) because each M-harmonic polynomial on 

p is X r harmonic . 
3 . Let hl9...,hw be a homogeneous basis of H. As in Exercise Dl of 

Chapter II consider the normal field extension 

C(S)/C(I) (S = S(ac\ I = /(a c)) , 

which has Galois group W. Because of Theorem 3.4 the ht (1 < / < r) 
are linearly independent over C(I). Each element of C(S) can be written 
as a quotient of a polynomial and an invariant polynomial. Thus the h{ 

form a basis of C(S) over C(I) so the representation a - • (a0(<j)) of W 
given by 

° • hj = Z aoO)^ 

is equivalent to the regular representation. 
7. Let a1,...,al be the simple restricted roots; / / „ . . . , / / , the dual 

basis of a0; a = exp(£, *,-#,-) any member of A. It is now easy to see that 
a2 = eotjE niZ for each j . Thus {0, 1}/ is in a one-to-one correspon
dence with F. 

8. Because of the results quoted it suffices to prove a -j =j for aeF 
and j e 1(a). Since a acts trivially on a this is obvious. 

CHAPTER IV 

A. Representations 

A . I . (i) The proof of Corollary 1.4 gives the result. 
A.2. Let 7i, 7i' be two unitary representations of G on Hilbert spaces 

V and V\ respectively. Assume the linear homeomorphism A: V -* K' 
satisfies A7i(x) = n\x)A. Passing to adjoints one finds 

A*An(x) = 7i(x)/l*^. 

Let P be a positive bounded self-adjoint operator such that P~2 = A*A. 
Then AP sets up the desired unitary equivalence (cf. Borel [1972], §5). 

A .3 . (i) Let v -• v be the canonical mapping of V into {V')'. Consider 
the functional Xt: X -• (d/dt)(xt> A> on 7' , which does belong to (K')' 
(Dunford and Schwartz [1958], Theorem II 1.18). The function t -* Xt(X) 
is C1 for each A e V. Fix t e I and an z > 0 such that t + s e I for \s\ < s. 
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Let 

V'„ = {Xe V : \(l/sKX,+s -X„X}\<n for \s\ < e}. 

Then V'„ is closed for n = 1, 2, and V = (J„ V'„ so by the Baire Category 
Theorem there exists an me Z + such that V'm contains a ball Bd(A0). Thus 

||A|| < < 5 ^ | ( l / s ) < * , + s - X „ / l + , l 0 > |<m for \s\ < s, 

which implies that the mapping t -» X, is continuous from / to (V)'. 
Since 

1 1 r'+h d 

we see that 

i(jcr+„ - *f) _ * f = I J" (xs-x,)<is-+o 

in the norm on (V)' as ft -• 0. But K is closed in (V')\ so X, e K Since the 
injection v -> v of V in (F')' is isometric there is a unique continuous 
mapping t -+ £r of / into F such that | f = ATf. This shows that t -• xr is 
of class C1. 

(ii) Let X j , . . . ,X n be a basis for the Lie algebra g of G. If Ne is a 
suitable neighborhood of e in G the inverse of the mapping (tl9.. .9tn) -» 
Qxp(tlXl)-"Qxp(tnXn) is a local coordinate system on Ne. Assuming 
x -* <7t(x)i;, A> C°° on G for each l e T we see from (i) that the map 
(tl9...9tH)-> n(Qxp(t1Xl) • •. exp(tn Xn))v of jRn into V has continuous 
partial derivatives of any order. 

A.5. (i) As an orbit n(G)- v the image I(G/K) is a submanifold of V 
and the injectivity is clear from the maximality of K ([DS], Chapter VI, 
Exercise A3). 

(ii) Let (f> be a G-finite function on G/K, V^ the space of complex 
linear combinations of translates </>r(3), T the natural representation of G 
on V+9 and Tc the extension of T to a representation of gc and Gc on V^. 
We have T(#)^ = i/^}, ^ e F0. Define </>c on Gc by </>c(x) = (Tc(x~ l)ct))(o) 
where o is the origin in G/K. Then (j)c(g) = </>(#̂ 0 f° r 0 e G. Also </>c is a 
Gc-finite function on Gc. [If 0 = e 1 } . . . , en is a basis of K̂  and Tc(x)ej = 
Xi 7]/xK- then </>c(x) = £ , ^ ( x " >,<<>).]• 

Let ke K. Then if x G GC, 

^(x/c) = (T^/c^x ^ ( o ) = (T(k-l)Tc(x-l)(f>)(o\ 
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so <j)c(xk) — (f)c{x). In particular, we can define <j>0 on U/K by </>0(i//c) = 
(j)c{u\ Then 0O is K-finite. Denoting by I0 the injection uK -• n(u)v of 
1///C into V0 we have by Introduction, Exercise Al </>0 = p0 ° /0 where p0 
is a polynomial function on F0. If p is the canonical extension of p0 to a 
(holomorphic) polynomial on V put \// = p o /. Since ^ is a G-finite func
tion on G/K we can repeat the above process, replacing </> by \//. Then 
0o = *Ao s o $ c = *AC by holomorphic continuation. 

A.6. If D G D(X) let as in Chapter II, §5 eD denote the distribution with 
support {e} defined by eD(f) = (Df)(e). The mapping D -• eD then identi
fies D(K) with a subspace of Q)'(K). Each element <£ in the space stf{K) 
of analytic functions on K gives a linear functional T^ : T-> T(</>) on 
®'(*0; w e assign to <&'(K) the topology o{@'(K\ J/(K)), i.e., the weakest 
topology making all these functionals continuous. From general theory 
it is then known that the dual of 3>'{K) for this topology consists just of 
the functionals x$ (0 e s#(K)). Since no such functional annihilates the 
subspace D(K) c 3>'(K) (by Taylor's formula [DS], Chapter II, (6) §1) 
we conclude that D(K) is a dense subspace of Q)\K\ Second, by the 
definition of the topology o(3)f(K\ srf(K)\ the convolution T -> T * Xs 
is a continuous mapping of Si'{K) into itself. Thus D(K)xd is dense in 
&{K) * Xs which, however, by Corollary 1.8, equals the finite-dimensional 
space Hd. 

B. Spherical Functions 

B.1. We have by Lemma 6.5 p(H(ak)) < p(\og a) for a e A* so 
e-p{Xo*a) <cf)0{a). Next put *A(a) = epiloga)(p0(a) (a e A). Let b e A. Then 
using Lemma 5.19 of Chapter I we find [since H(abk) = H(ak(bk)) + H(bky] 

0o( f l) = f e~Pmak)) dk = f g-p(H(«ftfc))e-p(H(bfc» d f c 

so 

(1) il/(a) < \J/(ab) if a e 4, b e / P . 

Select H 0 6 Q + such that at(H0) = 1 (1 < / < /) and put for t > 0 

F(0 = <Kexp tH0) = c^,Ho){a(7t)A(7r(A)^(exp rH0))}A = 0 . 

Then 

no= IP„(0^ ( H O ) , 
j*e A 

where pu is a polynomial of degree <d. Using the uniform convergence 
for 1 < t < oo; this implies |F(t)| < a0(l -h t)d for t > 0, a0 being a con
stant. 
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Let Hea+ and put 0(H) = max, at(H). Then P(H)H0 - H e a*, so 
inequality (1) above implies 

iKexp H) < F(0(H)) < a0(l + p(H))d < a(l + \H\Y 
as desired. 

B.2. If / €&(a) we can write it as a Fourier transform 

f(H) = f g(X)e-a™dX 

and then our formula comes from Eq. (38) of §6 if we ignore problems of 
convergence. The problem is that the integral for cs(A) is not absolutely 
convergent for A e a*. One way to overcome the difficulty is to retrace 
the steps in the proof of the product formula (33). A simpler way is to 
shift the integration in the formula for / and write 

f{H)= f g(X)e-ix<HUX, 
J a*— ip 

because then the absolute convergence of (36) is guaranteed by (37). 

B.3. We know from Eq. (34) of §6 that p(Aa) = pa(Aa) if a is one of the 
simple roots cc1,..., a,. For /? e ZQ put as in §5, jS = Z\ m.-a; and m(/?) = 
E^m,. Assume now /? not simple and select an i such that <j8, a,> > 0. 
Then the root y = sa./i = /? — c£af (c, e Z + ) satisfies m(y) < m(j8) and 
y e ZQ . We have p(Afi) > p(Ay). After finitely many steps we get p(Afi) > 
P(Asp) where s e W and s/? is simple. By the first part of the proof, 
P(ASP) = psfi(Asfi) = pp(Ap) (cf. Kostant [1975a]). 

B.4. Using B2 for Ns = N, p = d, f(H) = [1 + p(H)]d+£ we have by 
B3, 

1 + p{H{nx) + • • • + / T O ) > 1 + Pi(H(«i)) + • • • + ft(/«) 
so 

[1 + p(H{nx) + . . . + H(nd))]d + £ 

> {[1 + Pi(H(«i))] • - • [ ! + Pd(H(^))]}1+^, 

which reduces to result to the rank-one case. 

B.5. A corollary of Theorem 4.3. 

B.7. Writing rj = — fA we have 
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Here we can replace e~n{A(kg)) by the average w~i £S G^ e~st1{A(k9)). How
ever, if H ea> Y,sew s' H is fixed under each sa and hence is 0. By con
vexity of ex

9 YJ= I e<li ^ n whenever £ . at = 0. Thus 

SQW 

giving the desired result. 
B.8. We have 2p = (ma + 2m2a)oc and <a, a> = j(ma + 4m2a)_1. From 

Eq. (8) of §5 we have 

2(ma + 4m2a)A(L*) = y ^ + {"*« coth £ + 2m2a coth 2f} d t 2 . , „ . a , - . . ^ a , - . 

Also 

<A, A> + <p, P> = K V K + 4m2a)][<A, a0>2 + ( K + m2a)2] 

and the rest follows by direct computation. 
B.9. (i) Let f*(jg) = f(g~l). Then since (/>_,(<?) = MgT1) we have 

(f*)~(X) = /(A) for A e o*. Thus if A e a* 

[ f «/>#" l9)f(h)f(9) dhdg= f </>_,(<?)(/* * fXg) dg = |/(A)|2 

JG^G JG 

so 0A is positive definite. 
B.10. Considering the group AdMN(M) acting on n we see from 

Chapter II, Theorem 4.9, that with the identification MN/M = N the 
algebra D(MN/M) is generated by the two commuting operators 
X2 + Y2 and Z (V being the left invariant vector field on N generated 
by KG n). Putting for F e £(N\ 

f(x, yy z) = F(exp(xX + yY + zZ)) 

we have, by [DS], Chapter II, Lemma 1.8, since 

IX, Y] = 2Z, [X,Z] = [ Y , Z ] = 0 , 

(XF)(n) = f - y f (YF)(n) = jf- + x* (ZF)(n) = * 
OX OZ 0>» OZ OZ 

whence 

(X2 + Y2)F(n) = ^ 4 + Y-x + (x2 + y2) ^ + 2x - ^ - - 2y 

Thus the spherical functions on N = MN/M are given by 

fix, y, z) = 4>(x2 + y V 2 , 
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where oceC and <j> satisfies the differential equation 

d2(f> 1 d<f> . ~ . 0 , 
-~ + --f + r20L2<fr = -X24> 
drz r dr 

for some XeC. 
This example and its generalization to G of real rank one are given in 

Koranyi [1980]; see also Kaplan and Putz [1977]. 

B.12. Let X0 = £0 -h ifj0 (£0,rj0e a*) be such that - ^ a + and 
c/)Xo is bounded. We have to prove t]0 + p nonnegative o n o + . Let U c 
V a W be the subgroups of the Weyl group W leaving fixed X0 and rj0, 
respectively. We can assume that for the lexicographic ordering of a* de
fined by means of the simple roots a l 5 . . . , ô  we have £0 > s£0 for seV. 
In particular, oc(A^0) > 0 for a e X+ satisfying a ^ ^ ) = 0. 

Lemma. The subgroup U of W leaving X0 fixed is generated by the 
refections sa. where at is a simple root vanishing at AXo. 

For this let U' denote the subgroup of U generated by these sar 
The group U is generated by sa as a runs through the roots, vanishing 
at AXo ([DS], Chapter VII, Theorem 2.15). For each such a > 0 we shall 
prove a = sap where s e U' and <xp is a simple root vanishing at AXo. We 
prove this by induction on £ mt if a = £ m^ (m,- e Z + — {0}). The state
ment is clear if Z m{ = 1 so assume YJ

mi> 1- Since <a, a> > 0 we have 
<a, ak> > 0 for some k among the indices i above. Then sa j taeZ+ so saka = 
Z m'jOLj (m'j e Z+ ) and Z m ; < Z "V N o w a(A*<) = 0 so CL^AJ = 0 for 
each i above, whence aI(̂ 4 0̂) > 0 by our convention. But then <x(AXo) = 0 
implies oc^A^) = 0. In particular, safc e U. Thus the induction assumption 
applies to saka, giving a s' e U' such that sakcc = s'ap. Hence a = socp with 
s 6 [/'. But then sa = ssaps~l, proving the lemma. 

Let n' denote the product of the positive roots vanishing on X0, n" the 
product of the remaining positive roots. We multiply the formula 
(Theorem 5.7) for (f)x(a) by n(X\ then apply the differential operator d(n') 
on a% and evaluate at X = A0. This gives the formula 

£ (det s)es<+lo*a)4>Xo(a) = c £ P.0<>g a)eisXo{lo*a\ 
sew seW 

with C G C , the ps being certain polynomials. Now write the sum on the 
right in the form 

e-«o(iog«)/^e««o(iog«)^prt(logfl)| + £ ps(logaysAo(1°8fl). 
V/l/ teV } seW-V 
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Using the lemma above we see that n'(sH) = (det s)n'(H) for ssU. Ex
amining the definition of ps, i.e., 

ps(loga) = {a(7c')A[(dets)^(A)-1^to^-^}A = ^ e - f a W ^ • ^ 

we see that the highest-degree term in Y*eu PsO°g a) ls a nonzero con
stant multiple of 7c'(log a). Hence 

2 > ( l o g f l ) # 0 . 
teU 

Thus the expression q(a) inside the large parentheses above is nonzero (cf. 
Chapter I, Exercise D5). We have 

X ps(\oga)eisXoilo*a) 

seW 

> e~rio(loga) kO)l - £ \ps(loga)\e(r>°-sr>°Hlosa) 

seW-V 

and 

X(det5)esp(,oga) 

seW 

< ep(\o%a)l j _|_ y g(sp-p)(loga)\ 

Now (t]0 — st]0)(H) < 0 for / f e a + , and s e W — K, and of course sp — 
p < 0 on a+ if s =£ e. Fix a unit vector H G a+ such that (s£0)(J/) ^ £0(£D 
for s G V — U and write 

4(exp tH) = £ <z/0^ ' , 
i 

where the r;- are different real numbers and the q- are polynomials. The 
qj which corresponds to rj = £0(H) equals Y#eu Ps(exP r ^ ) whose lead
ing term is n(tH) (up to a constant factor). By Chapter I, Exercise D5, 
the function t -> g(exp tH) is unbounded. The inequalities above, together 
with the boundedness of <£A(), thus imply that e~{tlu+p)itH) is bounded for 
t > 0; thus rj0 + p > 0 on a dense subset of a + , hence on all of a + . 

B.13. For XG G, consider the mean value operator Mx given by 

(Mxf)(g) = f /fofoc) d/c 

for / in the space 

CK(G) = {/ e C(G): /(gfc) = /(g) for QGG^GK}. 

Let g be the Lie algebra of G. For X G q, mGZ+, let Z>* denote the 
operator 

D*= f. Ad(fc)Xm «/* e DK(G). 
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Let feCK(G) be analytic. Then if X e g is sufficiently small, the formula 
00 1 

M~pXf = Z — Dx
mf 

holds on a neighborhood of e in G (cf. Helgason [1957a, 1962a], 
Chapter X). Assuming (i) we thus derive the relation 

(MxMyf)(e) = (MyMxf)(e) 

for x, y near e, hence for all x, y e G by analyticity. Using approximation 
by analytic functions (loc. cit. Chapter X, Lemma 7.9) the relation is seen 
to hold for all fe CK(G). It follows that if fe CC{G\ then 

\ f(xky-x)dk= [ f{y~'kx)dk. 

Integrating this relation against g(y) (g e C](G)) and using the unimodu-
larity we get / * g = g * / , proving (ii). 

Conversely, assume (ii) holds and let D, E e DK(G\ f, g e &(G). Then 
since D is left invariant, D(f * g) = f * Dg — Dg * / , so 

DE(f*g) = D(Eg*f) = Eg * Df = Df * Eg, 

ED(f*g) = ED(g*f) = Eg*Df 

Thus E and D commute on the subspace <2)A * & of ^ \ hence, by 
density, on all of ®*. 

Now let F e Q){G) n CK(G) and consider 

F*(x, y) = (MxF)(y). 

Let subscript 1 denote differentiation with respect to the first variable. 
Since F* is bi-invariant under K in the first variable, we have 

(DtF*)(x, y) = f (DF)(ykx) dk = (DF)*(x, y\ 

so 
(DF)(y) = (D.F*)^, y). 

Hence 
(DE/OOO = {Px(EF)*Xe9y) = ( D ^ F * ) ^ , j>) 

= (F1D1F*)(e,);) = (£:DF)(y), 

so (i) holds. Part (ii)=>(i) is from Helgason [1979]; part (i)=>(ii) was 
noticed independently by Thomas [1984]. 

B.14. The adjoint representation of U is irreducible and the multi
plicity of the 0 weight (Chapter V, §1) equals dim T. Now the result fol
lows from B.13 and Theorem 3.5, Chapter V. 
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B.16. Assuming L: C*(G) -+ C to be a continuous surjective homo-
morphism we have, by the definition of a measure, a measure \i on G, bi-
invariant under K such that 

K / ) = f f(x)dfx(x), feOc{G). 
JG 

Take g e C^G) such that L(g) = 1. Then 

L ( / ) = L(/)L(gf) = L(f * flf) = f / * g(x) d]x(x) 
JG 

= f(x)n*g(x)dx 
JG 

so ^ = /i * # is a continuous function which by Lemma 3.2 is spherical. 
B.17. Let r be the maximal rank of the matrices (Q>i(Xj))itj for all sets 

of XJES, and choose xl9..., xr such that (Oi(xj))ifJ- has rank r. If r < w 
there exists a nonzero w-tuple (A x , . . . , Xw) depending on xu . . . , x r such 
that if vj = (<X>i(.X/),..., Q>w(Xj)) then 

Let x e S be arbitrary and put v = ( O ^ x ) , . . . , Ow(x)). Since the matrix 
formed by the column vectors vu ..., vr, v has rank r (by the maximality) 
there exist numbers apt) such that v = YA aj(x)vj- Then, by the above, 

Since x e S is arbitrary, this is a contradiction. 

C. Spherical Transforms 

C . 1 . (i) Let X = £ -f it] (£,f]£ a*) be such that (j>k is bounded. For 
F e L\G) we have 

00 > f | F(g) \dg= \ \ F(kan) \ e2p{los a) dk da dn 
JG JKAN 

L^iL \F(an)\dn j da 

so jyv F(an) dn exists for almost all a e A. Also (j)irj is bounded by Theorem 
8.1, so 

f f \F(g)e^^H^\dgdk = f \F(g)\<l>in(g)dg < oo, 
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whence by Fubini, whenever 4>x 1S bounded, 

(*) (F(g)4>x(g)dg= f F(gya~»)m°» dg = \ <f>F(a)em°ta) da, 
JG JG JA 

where 

cj)F(a) = e'(,ogfl> f F(an)dn. 

Replacing F by \F\ and taking X = 0 in (*) we conclude that </>[F| e Ll(A)\ 
hence (f)FeL1{A). The assumption F(A) = 0 (Xea*) and the injectivity 
of the Fourier transform on L 1 ^ ) then imply </>F = 0 almost everywhere 
on A But then (*) together with Prop. 3.8 implies that F — 0 almost 
everywhere on G. The argument also gives part (ii). 

C.2. Clearly T is W-invariant. Also since T is K-invariant 

f (A) = T*(i4J 
where 

T*(7) = (e-iB(Y>Z)dT(Z). 

By the Paley-Wiener theorem for S"(p) (cf. Hormander [1963]) T* and 
therefore f satisfies the desired inequality. 

Conversely, suppose O satisfies the stated conditions. Consider the 
K-invariant distribution T on p defined by (cf. (2) §9) 

T(f) = f f~\Xmi)5(X) dk, feS(pl 
Ja* 

where f\Z) = J/(fe • Z) dfc. Let T/£ e S^(p) have support in B£0). Then 
<t>(A)fjf£(A) is entire of exponential type < R + e so by Theorem 9.2, T * rjE 
has support in BR+£. Letting e -• 0, we see that Te(?K(p). 

C.3. (i) Writing ar = exp rif, <x(H) = 1, we have as in [DS], p. 417, 
nar = i^ exp A+(nar)u2 (uuu2e K% whence 

ar0(h)~1nar = w "̂1 exp 2/4+(rtar)w2> 

giving 

Tr(ar0(n)_1nar) = 2 ch(2a[,4 + (nar)]) + 1, 

and (i) follows by direct computation. 
(ii) If a is the root in I + the formula reads, replacing ch x by 

2 ch2(^x) - 1, 

ch2(i<x[4 + (na)]) = ch2(ia(log a)) + (l/16m>a( ,ogf l ) |*|2. 
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If 2a is the root in Z+ the formula reads, writing /? = 2a, 

ch2(ij?[/l + (na)]) = ch2(ii8(log a)) + {\l\6m2a)e^a)\Y\\ 

which is the same formula. 
(hi) See solution to B8. 
(iv) The change of variables X -• eill2)rXy Y -• erY cancels out the 

factor e
p{Xo%a\ so (*) follows. 

(v) Putting 

o(ii)= f (/>(i/2 + i m i 2 w 

we have 

<W»)= f <Kv2 + \\x\\2)dx. 

Introducing polar coordinates in g_2a and then putting t2 = u2 -f ||y[|2, 
we find 

/•CO 

<*>{l,) = Ci t<P(t2)(t2 - „2)<»/2)(»2.-2)r f r > 

and similarly 

J»oo 

s<D(s2)(s2 - v 2 ) , 1 / 2 > ( m ^ 2 ) d ' s , 

c*! and c2 being constants. 
(vi) These two integral transforms can be inverted by the method 

used in the proof of Theorem 2.6 of Chapter I. This gives the conclusions 

\p(v) = 0 for v > A, 

=> d>(s2) = 0 for s > A, 

=> 0(r2) = 0 for o A2. 

Now assume Ff(ar) = 0 for ||logar|| > R. Since ||logar|| = r we have 
\l/(y/ch r) = 0 for r > R, i.e., ^/ch r > v/chT#. By the above, (p(t2) = 0 
for t > chR, that is, /(#) = 0 if S(o, g • o) > K. 

C.4. Select fe®\G) such that the function H -+f(exp H) on a+ has 
support inside the set 

a + (M) = {//ea+:a(//) > M for a e l + }, 

M > 0 being fixed. 
With S(H) = f ] a > 0 2 sinh a(H), consider the function ftG@\G) given 

by 

fe(H)S1/2(H) = s(l/2)lf(zH)Sl,2(8Hl H e a + . 
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Then 

f \Ug)\2dg= f \f(g)\2dg. 
JG JG 

Put x(s, A) = c(-sA)/c(-A) and 

Fe(A) = e-(1/2>' £x(s,A) f f(H)5ll2(H)e-isMH)l'dH. 

By the Euclidean Plancherel formula, 

(1) { \Fc(X)\2dX^\W\\ \f(g)\2dg as £ -»0. 
Ja* JG 

On the other hand, 

/£(A) = f fc{H)<t>-x(H)d{H)dH, 
Ja + 

and, using the expansion for </>_A and the Euclidean Paley-Wiener 
theorem on a, it can be proved that 

(2) f I /.(AM - A)" * - F£(A) |2 <U -> 0 as s - 0. 

Since 

f l/fo)l2<te = f l/CAMA)"1!2^ 
JG Ja* 

(1) and (2) would imply c = \W\. 
This proof, with further details, was given by Rosenberg [1977]; in 

Harish-Chandra [1958b] (§15) the measures dX and da are regularly nor
malized, the measure dg is normalized by 

1/(0) dg = f /(fc«n)e2^(1°8fl) dfc da dn, 

and the Plancherel formula (Theorem 7.5) is proved with the same con
stant c = \W\. In particular, the two normalizations of dg considered 
above must agree. See also Mneimne [1983]. 

C.5. From the inversion formula we have 

/(exp H) = y^y Jy(A)0,(exp H)|c(A)|-2 dA. 

Using Theorem 5.7 we get for H e a, e(s) = det(s), 

rdn(p) Z e(sK"(H!/(exp H) = f /(A)7t(A)eU(H> dA, 
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and in this last integral we can shift the integration to the extremes of the 
tube a* + iC(p) where C(p) is the convex hull of the orbit W - p. This 
gives 

i'Mp) Z £(s)esp{H\A0f)(exp H) = f ijj*(X) n(X)eiMH) dX 
ssW J a* 

where 

<A*(A) = n(Xyl Y / ( * + isp)n(k + isp). 
seW 

Reintroducing the formula for 0A this gives the desired formula. 

CHAPTER V 

A. Representations 

A.1. Apply Eq. (16) of §1 to the representation n = Ad^; then n(Lv) = 
cl, X = 5 and Tr(7r(LJ) = — c dim u so c = — 1. 

A.2. (i) Use Proposition 6.10, Chapter IV. For (ii) suppose X e A 
and \X\ = \p\. By Chapter I, Proposition 5.15(h) 

£ (det s)esX = ( £ (det s)eA £ a^. 

By the W-invariance we have a^ ^ 0 for some p with //^ e t + . But then if 
A0 is the highest among sX (s e W) we have X0 = p + p. Then </z, p> > 0, 
so |A0|2 > \p\2 + |^|2, which implies p = 0. 

A.3. While the formula for dim(7c) (Theorem 1.8) is obtained by com
paring the lowest-degree terms in x, the present formula is obtained by 
considering the next power of x. 

A.4. Clear from Al and A3 if we also recall 

<M, v> = X </*> aXv> a> 
ae A 

([DS], Chapter III, Exercise C4). 
A.5. As in the proof of Eq. (25), Chapter IV, §5, we have 

11 0 - e ~ a ) ~ ' = « " ( l (det s)es") . 
~ a e A + \ s / 
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Hence 

Xn = £ m„e* = I (det s)e«x + »fc (det s)e") ' 

= X(dets)es(A+p) £^(v>T -x-p 

ve A 

so (i) follows by putting v = s(X + p) — (// + p) (cf. Cartier [1961]). 
For (ii) note that by Eq. (16) of §1 and Prop. 3.12 of Chapter II we 

have 

(1) A(LV)( £ m„e") = « p , Py-(p + Kp + xy) £ mMe*. 
\n e A(TC) / \i e A(rc) 

By Theorem 3.7 of Chapter II 

A(LV) = LT + grad(log <5) 

and 

<5 = ^ n (! - e~a)2-

For v e A let Hv be determined by <H, Hv> = v(tf). Then as a differen
tial operator on T, HveM = </i, v>^. Let Hu...yHl be a basis of t such 
that -<Hi9Hj> = 5U. Then 

grad(log 5) = X ^.-Oog W 
i 

= 2p(Hi)Hi + 2 £ X (1 ~ * ~ T 'e-'aHHWi 
i a eA + 

= -H2p-2 X e-"(l - e " - ) " ' ^ , 
3 G A + 

SO 

A(L 

Now we have 

V) = L T - H2p - 2( X * _ t a W 
\ a e A + , fc > 1 / 

a,fc \ /i / M \ v - / c a = /i / 
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Substituting this into (1) we obtain the desired formula (ii) in analogy 
with Eq. (12), Chapter IV, §5. 

For the last statement put A = 0 in (i). 
A.6. (i) Consider the mapping A from the proof of Theorem 1.8. 

Let ! v e Z + be determined by ZAZ/. = ZVHA(+>'vZv Then multiplying 
by A(ep) we get 

VGA( + ) 

= ( Z m / ) Z (dets)e,(*+") 

\4eA J seW 

= WX(detsK+p_s(,+p)y+<\ 
£eA \sefV / 

Now H v + ^ e t + whereas ifs (v+/>)£t+ for s # e in IV. Thus /v is the co
efficient to ev+p on the left. Hence 

K = Z (det5K+ p_ s ( / / + p ) 
s e W 

and now the result follows from A.5(i). 
(ii) We have Xx = ZveA(7rA) mve" anc* a similar formula for ^ . Since 

mx = m^ = I the result follows by multiplication. 
(iii) Let 7r denote the restriction of nx to the algebra ga + g~a + CHa9 

which is isomorphic to sl(2, C). Now apply Lemma 1.2 of the Appendix. 
A.8. In fact XJ®J = (X/)2 S O by Lemma 2.6 for A — /, 

f IZ /«J («) I 2 = 2 

and the statement follows. 
A.9. The simple roots a, (1 < i < ri) are given by (cf. [DS], Chapter 

HI, §8) 

a^H) = ei(H) - ei+l{H\ 

where H is a diagonal matrix of trace 0 with diagonal elements e{(H). The 
fundamental weights ojj satisfy (a>j, af> = <50 so since <<?,-, et> = j(n + 1)"* 
we obtain co; = ^ + • • • + ey If i^ , . . . , vn+1 is the standard basis of V = 
C + I the elements i?fi A • • • A vir (ix < < ir) form a basis of / \ r V. 
For t e T [maximal torus formed by the diagonal elements in SU(n+\)] 
we have for t = exp H 

(A ' -WOK A . . . A vir) = ( ^ + • • • + eir)(H)vh A ..- A ylV. 
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Thus eh + • • • + eir is a weight of /\r J and cor = ex +-•- + er is the 
highest one. The reflection sa. interchanges et and ei+1 so the Weyl group 
W consists of all permutations of the e{. Thus W permutes transitively 
the weights of /\r J9 so it must be irreducible. 

The construction of the fundamental representations of the simple Lie 
algebras goes back to Cartan [1913], For Sp(n) the results are similar; 
one has to replace f\r V by the subspace of primitive elements (in the 
sense of Corollary 2.2 of Chapter III); for Spin(2n + 1) [the double cover
ing of SO(2n +1 ) ] one needs in addition to the exterior powers /\r J, 
the spin-representation; for Spin(2n) one needs in addition to the exterior 
powers / \ r J, the two semi-spin-representations. For detailed descrip
tion see Weyl [1939]; Boerner [1955]; Bourbaki, Groupes et algebres de 
Lie, Chapter 8. 

A.10. With notation from §1 let V = £ V^ where p runs through A(rc). 
If v' e V is such that v'(VJ = 0 for all p. e A{n) except p0 then n(H)v' = 
— p0(H)v'. Thus — p0eA(ft) and dim V'-^ = dim V^Q. This proves (i). 
Part (ii) follows from Theorem 1.3. Part (iv) follows since —s permutes 
the "co-roots" a,. 

A.11. For G = SL(2,R) we have Ad(g)X = gXg'K Since M = ±1, 
N = (o f) we find quickly 

K^{geG'.Ad{g)Xl=X^ 

MN = {geG: Ad(g)(Xi + X3) = X, + X3}, 
so the two maps are injections. If 

• - ( " !)• 
then 

so 
Ad^A", = Ha2 + b2 + c2 + d2)Xi - (bd + ac)X2 

+ 2-(a2 + b2-c2 -d2)X3, 
Ad(g)2-(X1 + X3) = K«2 + c2)X, - acX2 + i(a2 - c2)X3, 

so (i) and (ii) follow easily. For (iii) consider the horocycle N • ATj = 
Ad(N)(Xl), which by the above is the section of G/K with the plane xt = 
x3 + 1. Writing Z0 = K ^ + X3) this has the form B(X, Z0) = - 1 . 
Since G permutes the horocycles transitively, (iii) follows. 
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B. Fourier Series 

B . I . Part (i) is clear from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.4' and then (ii) follows 
from Theorem 2.9. 

B.2. Let A be an operator on J ^ . Then A = PU where U is unitary 
and P is the unique nonnegative square root of AA*. Then P = YA ci^i 
where cf > 0; the cf are the eigenvalues of A A* and the Pt are mutually 
orthogonal projections, ^ P t = J. Let 2c = max c,-. Then we can write 
c£ = a£ + & (1 < i < d) where |a f | = |/?,| = c for all i (cf. Example to 
Theorem 2.3). Put 

Then V and W are unitary and since \\A\\ = ||>1/1*||1/2 = 2c we have 

This shows that the Fourier series of f can be multiplied on the 
left by any hyperfunction B, bounded in the sense of Eq. (44) of §2, giving 
a function fB e L1. By the closed-graph theorem the map B-+fB is con
tinuous, i.e., ||/B|| < C supA \\BX\\ where C is a constant. Restricting B to 
Fourier coefficients of functions g e L1 we see that the mapping g->f * g 
is spectrally continuous so by Theorem 2.3, f GL2(K). 

Remark. This corollary of Theorem 2.3 (Helgason [1957]) has been 
extended by Figa-Talamanca and Rider [1967] so that the assumption 
is only required for a set of unitary hyperfunctions T of positive measure 
in the product group Yl^eK V{d^). They also proved [1966] a certain 
"converse" to Exercise B2, namely that if feL2(K) then for any p < oo 
there exists a unitary hyperfunction T such that fr e LP{K). For the circle 
group such results are classical (Littlewood [1924]; Zygmund [1959], 
Vol. II, §8.14). 

B.4. (Sketch) Since L = Lv satisfies 

l4Vx) = « P , p> - <A + p, A + p»Ux 

[because of Lemma 1.6 and (16)] we see from (3) §2 that the Fourier co
efficients of fe$(U) form a rapidly decreasing hyperfunction. Conversely, 
let {Ak}XsMn) be a rapidly decreasing hyperfunction and define feC(U) 
by 

/ (« )= I^Tr(/lA£/4(«)), 
Ae u 

the series being clearly uniformly convergent. Let dUx be the differential 
of UA. If H e t then dUk{H) is a diagonal matrix With diagonal formed 
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by fi{H) as \i runs over the weights of Ux. Thus by Theorem 1.3(iv) 

Tr(dUk(H)(dUx(H))*) < dx\M2\H\\ 

and by the conjugacy theorem for u this holds for H replaced by 
any X en. Since dx is majorized by a polynomial in X (Theorem 1.8) this 
inequality implies quickly that the series for / remains uniformly conver
gent after repeated differentiation. Hence fe${U). 

B.5. (i) By Exercise Bl we know that fs = f * JI5, where JAS is a 
measure with Fourier-Stieltjes series 

Ms- I^Tr((/A(/c)) 
AeS 

to fis is a central idempotent. The converse is obvious. Under the assump
tion in (ii) fis is a positive measure so by a theorem of Wendel [1954], 
Ms * Ms = Ms implies that jas is the Haar measure on a compact subgroup 
H cz K. The Fourier-Stieltjes series above then shows that S equals the 
annihilator Z/1 so by Proposition 2.11 we are finished, (cf. Helgason 
[1958]). 

The central idempotent measures for abelian groups were determined 
(in increasing generality) by Helson [1953], Rudin [1959], and Cohen 
[I960]; for classes of nonabelian compact groups by Rider [1970, 1971] 
and Ragozin [1972] (this latter for all simple compact Lie groups). 



APPENDIX 

In this Appendix we collect some scattered results which are used in 
the text but which are nevertheless somewhat extraneous to the main 
themes. In §§1-2 we have primarily followed the treatment in Dixmier 
[1974], but we have also used some proofs from Chevalley [1955b], 
Jacobson [1953], and Iwahori [1959]. Proposition 2.12 is due to 
Jacobson [1951]. In §3 we follow to some extent the treatment in Zariski 
and Samuel [1958, I960]; the proof of Theorem 3.5(h) was kindly com
municated to the author by Arthur Mattuck. 

§1. The Finite-Dimensional Representations 
of sl(2, C) 

In this section we write down for reference the finite-dimensional 
representations of sl(2, C); these are familiar from most books on Lie 
algebras. 

The elements 

form a basis of sl(2, C) satisfying 

(1) [ff, X] = 2X, [H, Y] = - 2 7 , [X, Y] = H-

Let keZ+. Consider the linear mapping 

7cfc:*l(2,C)-gl(/c+ 1, C) 
597 
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given by 

Kk(H) : 

/ 0 

/ 0 

**(*) = 

\° \o 

/ * "I " 
Xl 0 
o x2 

0 
0 

- 2 

(T 
0 

0 h 
0 0. 

(diagonal matrix) 
-k) 

nk(Y) 

0> 

0 

o o ••• i oy 

where Xi = ;(/c - ; + 1), 1 <j<L 

Propos i t ion 1.1. The mapping nk is an irreducible representation 
ofsl(29Q onCk+K 

Proof. To see that nk is a representation one just verifies directly that 
nk(H), nk(X\ and nk{Y) satisfy the bracket relations in (1). For the irre-
ducibility we can take k> 0. Suppose 0 ^ VaCk+1 is an invariant sub-
space. Let veV — {0}. If el9.. .,ek+1 is the standard basis of C fc+1 we 
have 

(2) nk(H)et = (k - 2/ + 2)e{ (1 < i < k + 1), 

(3) nk{Y)ei = * i + 2 (1 < i < /c), **(*>* +1 = 0, 

(4) nk(X)ex = 0, 7ck(A>£+1 = ^ (1 < i < k). 

Thus, if neZ+ is suitably chosen, nk(Y)nv is a nonzero multiple of ek+l, 
whence ek+leV. Using (4) successively, we see that each ^ e K , so 
V = Ck+i. 

Lemma 1.2. Let n be a representation of sl(2, C) on a finite-
dimensional vector space V. Let v0 ^ 0 be an eigenvector of n(H\ n(H)v0 

= Xv0, XeC. Then ifkeZ + , 

(i) n(H)n(X)kv0 = (A + 2k)n(x)kv0, 
7i(H)7i(y)ki;0=(A-2/c)7r(y)^0 . 

(ii) Suppose n(X)v0 = 0. Putting 

vi = n(Y)iv0, z = 0 , l , 2 , . . . , 

we /iat;e 

7c(A>,. = /(A - f + 1 ) ^ - ! (i > 1), 

so // i;IO = 0, vio_ j ^ 0, we have X = z0 — 1. 
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Proof, (i) 

TZ(H)K(X)V0 = n(X)7t(H)v0 + TC([H, XJ)v0 = (A + 2)n(X)v0 

and the first formula follows by iteration; the other is proved in the 
same way. For (ii) we use induction on L For i = 1, n(X)n(Y)v0 = 
n(Y)n(X)v0 + n(H)v0 = Xv0; assuming formula for i we have by the first 
part 

n(X)vi+1 = 7i(X)7r(y)t;l. = 7r(r)7t(A>i + n(H)vt 

= i(A - i 4- l)i7£ + (A - 2i>£ = (i + 1)(A - i>£. 

T h e o r e m 1.3. Let n be an irreducible representation of sl(2, C) on a 
complex vector space V of dimension k + 1. 77ie/i 7r is equivalent to nk\ 
that is, nk(X)Av = AK(X)V (V e V, X e sl(2, C)) for a suitable linear bi
section A: V->Ck+i. 

Proof. The endomorphism n(H) of the complex vector space V has 
an eigenvector v ^ 0, say n(H)v = fiv (/xeC). Then by Lemma 1.2(i) 

n(H)n(X)kv = (ji + 2/c)7r(X)kt; 

and since n(H) has at most finitely many eigenvalues there exists a 
k0eZ+ such that n(X)kov * 0, 7r(X)ko+1t; = 0. Put i>0 = 7r(X)k°i;, A = 
^ + 2/c0, so 

7c(tf)*;0 = Ai;0, 7r(A>0 = 0. 

Put vt = n(Yyv0(i > 0) and let vt be the last nonzero vt. The vectors 
v0,...,vl have different eigenvalues for n(H) and the space Y!o Cvt *s 

invariant, hence equals V. Thus / = k. 
Since (/c + 1)(A — /c)uk = n(X)vk+l = 0 we conclude X = k. Finally, 

using (2)-(4) we see that the linear mapping given by v0 - • el9 vx -> e2 , 
. . . , uk -> e k + 1 sets up an equivalence between JC and nk. 

Corollary 1.4. Let 71 be any finite-dimensional representation of 
si(2, C). Tfcew 

(5) Range n(X) n Kernel TT(Y) = 0 = Range n{Y) n Kernel n{X). 

For the representation n = nk this is obvious from (3) and (4). Since 
the representation n is semisimple ([DS], Chapter III, Exercise B3) it 
decomposes into irreducibles which by Theorem 1.3 have the form nk. 
This proves (5) in general. 

Corollary 1.5. Let n be any finite-dimensional representation of 
sl(2, C) on a vector space V. Then 

(i) The endomorphism n(H) is semisimple and its eigenvalues are all 
integers. Let Vr be the eigenspace of n(H) for the eigenvalue r. 
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(ii) Kernel n(X) n Range n(X) cz £ r > 0 K <= Range n(X). 
(iii) Kernel n(Y) n Range n(Y) c= £ r < 0 K <= Range n(Y). 

Again it suffices to verify this in the case n = nk and there it is im
mediate from (2)-(4). 

§2. Representations and Reductive Lie Algebras 

1. Semisimple Representations 

Let k be a field, g a Lie algebra over k and V a vector space over k. 
We assume k = R or C and that dim g and dim V are both finite. We shall 
now recall some notions and results about representations of g on V, 
i.e., homomorphisms of g into gl(F). An injective representation is usu
ally called & faithful representation. 

Let nl and n2 be representations of g on V1 and V2i respectively; n1 
and n2 are said to be equivalent if there exists a linear bijection A: F2 -> 
K2 such that n2(X)Av = /^(X)*; for u e ^ I e g . If we form the direct 
sum V = Vx ® V2 we can define a representation n of g on K by 
n(X)(vx + t>2) = nl(X)v1 + 7T2(Ar)i;2; 7T is then called the d/rec£ sum of 
7r2 and 7r2. This can obviously be extended to several representations nt 
of g. 

Given the representations n1: g -» gKKJ, 7i2: g -• gl(T2), the tercsor 
product n1 ® 7i2 is the representation of g on Vx ® K2 given by 

TTl ® n2(X)(vx ® t?2) = ( ^ ( J ^ l ) ® t?2 + l^ ® feW^X 
l e g , i; te 1 ,̂ i>2e K2. If X is a Lie group with Lie algebra f and pt a 
representation of K on Vs (i = 1,2) then the representation p, ® p2 as 
defined in Chapter IV, §1, No. 2 has differential 

d(pi ® Pi) = dpt ®dp2. 
Let % be a representation of g on K; 7r is said to be irreducible if the 

only 7t(g)-invariant subspaces of V are 0 and V; n is said to be semisimple 
(or completely reducible) if for each 7c(g)-invariant subspace W a V there 
exists a complementary invariant subspace W\ i.e., 

(1) V = W 0 W, 7i(g) W" c W. 

Proposition 2.1 . The representation n is semisimple if and only if 
it is the direct sum of irreducible representations. 

Proof. Suppose n is a semisimple representation of g on V. If W c V 
is an invariant subspace the subrepresentation of g on W given by X -> 
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n(X)\ W is also semisimple. Using this remark on W in (1) and iterating 
we obtain a direct decomposition V =©'=1 Vt where for each i the rep
resentation X -• n(X)\ Vi is irreducible. 

Conversely, suppose we have such a direct decomposition of V. 
Suppose W <z V is any invariant subspace. Then either W = V or some 
*<, say J^, is not contained in W. Put Wx = W + Vix. By the irreduci-
bility, W n Vh = 0 so we have the direct decomposition Wi = W® Vh. 
Repeating this argument with Wx in place of W we obtain if Vh <£ Wl9 
and if we put W2 = Wx + Vh, 

w2 = w®vil®vi2. 
The process stops when each V{ belongs to a certain Wjy in which case 

V = W,. = W® Vtl © Kla © • • • © Vir 

Then the sum W' = Si= i **P satisfies 0)-

Proposition 2.2. Let n be a semisimple representation of g on V. 
Let V9 denote the joint null space, i.e., 

V9 = {v:n(X)v = 0 for all Xeg}, 

awd /e£ [7c(g)K] denote the subspace of V generated by the vectors n(X)v, 
XGQ, veV. Then 

V = V9 © [7c(g)K] 

and the subspace [7t(g)F] is rAie orc/y n(o)-invariant subspace W comple
mentary to V9. 

Proof. If V= V9® W, n(Q)W^ W, we have for each veV, XGQ, 
v = v0 + w (v0sV9, weW), 7t(X)v = n(X)weW. Thus I>(g)K] c W. Let 
W2 cz W be a 7c(g)-invariant subspace complementary to [7c(g)K]. If 
w1e\Vl9 then n(X)wl e [71(g)V] n Wx = 0 so wt e V9 whence Wj = 0. 
Thus FVi = 0 and W = [71(g)K]. 

Proposition 2.3. Let n be a representation of the real Lie algebra 
g on the real vector space V. Let nc denote the induced representation of 
the complexification gc on the complexified vector space Vc, i.e., 

nc(Xl + iX2)(vl + iv2) = n{Xi)vi - n(X2)v2 + i[7r(Ar
2)t;1 + T C ^ ) ^ ] , 

A^-eg, i^e K Then 

(i) 7c /s semisimple o nc is semisimple. 
(ii) / / 7C fs irreducible then either nc is irreducible or is the direct sum 

of two irreducible components. 
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Proof, (i) <=. Let a: Vc - • Vc denote the conjugation of Vc with 
respect to V. Let W c V be a 7i(g)-invariant subspace. Then W c = 
W + /W is a 7rc(gc)-invariant subspace of Vc so Wc has an invariant 
complement Z' c: Kc. Then the space 

Z = (1 + <x)[Z' n (1 - ^ ^ O W ) ] 

satisfies 

K = W ^ e Z , TC(9)Z c Z 

(cf. [DS], Chapter III, solution to Exercise B3), so n is semisimple. 
(i) =>. For this we may assume, by Proposition 2.1, that n is irredu

cible and nc not irreducible. Let Z c F c be any ^(g^- invar iant sub-
space, Z ^ {0}, Z # Kc. Then 

(2) F c - Z + <rZ, Z n (<xZ) = {0}. 

In fact, since cr(Z -f aZ) = Z -\- aZ we have Z + oZ = 7 -1- /7 where 
Y = {Z + oZ) n K. Then 7 ^ 0 is a 7i(g)-invariant subspace of V so 
7 = F and Kc = Z + aZ. Similarly, Z n (orZ) = {0} so (2) holds. Also 
oZ is a complex subspace of Vc since acr(i;) = a(ai;) for a e C, i; e F c . 
Finally, 

(3) T^(X1 -f /AT2)(n? = onc{Xl - iX2)v 

so <JZ is 7cc(gc)-invariant. Thus (2) implies that nc is semisimple. 
(ii) It suffices to show that the space Z in (2) above is irreducible 

under 7ic(gc). But if U cz Z is an invariant subspace, U ^ 0, U ^ Z, then 
(2) holds for it, which is a contradiction. 

2. Nilpotent and Semisimple Elements 

Generalizing the notion of nilpotent and semisimple linear trans
formations we shall now define such notions in a semisimple Lie algebra. 

Lemma 2.4. Let V be a vector space over k and g = gl(K). Let 
X e g be nilpotent. Then adQ X is nilpotent. 

Proof. Since (adg X)Y = XY - YX we have 

(adB Ay(y) = iA-iyfyx'-' YX\ 
so the lemma follows. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let g = gl(rc, k) and let A eg be a diagonal matrix 

A = d1Ell + . . . + <*„£„„. 

Then 

ad6A(Eu) = (4 - dj)Eu 

so in the basis (E^) of g, adQ A is given by a diagonal matrix. 

Lemma 2.6. Let V be a vector space over fc, A an endomorphism of Vy 
and A — S + N its additive Jordan decomposition, S semisimple, N nil-
potent, and SN = NS. Let g = ql(V). Then 

(4) adg A = adg S + adg N 

is the additive Jordan decomposition ofadQ A. 

Proof. Passing to the complexifications in the case k = R we may 
assume k = C. Then S is diagonalizable and so is adg S by Lemma 2.5. 
Also Lemma 2.4 implies that adg N is nilpotent. Since in addition 

[ad8, S, adg JV] = adg([S, NJ) = 0 

(4) is indeed the Jordan decomposition. 

Proposition 2.7.* Let § be a semisimple subalgebra of Q\(V). Let 
Aeq be arbitrary and A = S + N is additive Jordan decomposition. 
Then S, N e g. 

Proof. In the case keR we pass to the complexification so we may 
assume k = C. Let y be the set of subspaces of V invariant under g. For 
each Wei^ let 

QW = {X 6 gl(K): X(W) c W, Tr(X| W) = 0}. 

Then g^ is a subalgebra of QI(V); it contains g because, by semi-
simplicity, g = [g, g]. Next consider the normalizer 

n = {,4egl(K):[/L,g]c:g} 

and put 

\WeV J 

Let A e g*, put A = adgI(F) (A\ and let 

A =S + JV, 1 = S + N 

* Cf. [DS] , Chapter IX, Exercise A6. 
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be their additive Jordan decompositions. By (4), S = adgI(K) (S), N = 
a.dgl{V) (N). Since S and N are polynomials in A we have S, Nen. Since 
S and N are polynomials in A they leave each Wei^ invariant; also 
Tr(N\W) = 0 and Tr(S | W) = Tr(/41 W) = 0 so S , N e g ^ . Thus S and 
N belong to g*. 

It suffices now to prove g* = g. 
Since g is an ideal in g^ the Killing form B of g is the restriction of 

the Killing form B^ of g^. Hence B# is nondegenerate on g so we have 
the direct decomposition g^ = g © g 1 where the orthogonal comple
ment g 1 is an ideal in g^. Now since the representation of g on V is 
semisimple (Weyl's theorem) we have V = ®t Vt where each V{ is g-
irreducible. Each l e g 1 commutes elementwise with g so by Schur's 
lemma it acts on Vt by a scalar multiplication. Since Tr(X\Vi) = 0 we 
conclude X | l / ; = 0 s o X = 0 and g = g^. 

Corollary 2.8. With the notation of Proposition 2.7, Ae$ is semi-
simple (nilpotent) if and only if adg(A) is semisimple (nilpotent), 

Let A = S -f N be the additive Jordan decomposition. Since adg(,4) = 
adgI(V) (y4)|g we deduce from Lemma 2.6 that adg(v4) = adg(S) + ad g (N) 
is the additive Jordan decomposition of ad g ( ^ ) . Now A =S<=>adg(/l) 
= adg (S), so the corollary is verified. 

Corollary 2.9. Let § be a semisimple Lie algebra, / l e g . The follow
ing conditions are equivalent: 

(i) adg (A) is semisimple (resp. nilpotent). 
(ii) There exists a faithful representation n of g such that n(A) is 

semisimple (resp. nilpotent). 
(iii) For each representation n of g n(A) is semisimple (resp. nilpotent). 

Proof, (iii) => (ii) is obvious; (ii) => (i) by Corollary 2.8. Finally, 
(i) => (iii) as follows: assuming adg( / l) semisimple, consider a representa
tion n of g on V. Let g' = g/Kernel(7i), view g' as the subalgebra 7c(g) <= 
gl(K), and put A' = p(A) where p : g - > g ' is the natural mapping. If 
v cz g' satisfies \_A\ t)] c= v then [̂ 4, p - 1 u ] c p~lx> so there exists a 
u cz g such that p~1v © u = g, [/I, u] c u. But then p(u) satisfies o © 
P(u) = 9r and \_A\ p(u)] c: p(\x). Thus adg, (A') is semisimple. By Corol
lary 2.8 used on 7i(g) = g' cz gl(K) we conclude that A' = n(A) is semi-
simple as desired. The nilpotent case of (i) => (iii) is proved in a similar 
way. 

Definition. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra. An element /4eg veri
fying the conditions of Corollary 2.9 is said to be semisimple (resp. 
nilpotent). 
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Corollary 2.10. 

(i) Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra. Then each Ae§ has a unique 
decomposition 

(5) A = S + N 

where S e g is semisimple, N e g is nilpotent. 
(ii) Let Qx c g be a semisimple subalgebra. If ^ e g ^ then S,Ne§x. 

An element A e gj is semisimple (resp. nilpotent) in QX if and only if it is 
semisimple (resp. nilpotent) in g. 

This follows directly from Proposition 2.7. 

Definition. Decomposition (5) is called the additive Jordan decomposi
tion of A. 

3. Reductive Lie Algebras 

Reductive Lie algebras are natural generalizations of semisimple Lie 
algebras; in this subsection we prove for them a few results which are 
useful primarily in Chapter III, §4. A Lie algebra will mean a Lie algebra 
over R or C and a representation will mean a finite-dimensional repre
sentation. 

Let g be a Lie algebra, f ) c g a subalgebra. 

Definition. The subalgebra I) cz g is said to be reductive in g if the 
representation H -> adg (H) of I) on g is completely reducible (i.e., semi-
simple). A Lie algebra g is said to be reductive if it is reductive in itself. 
Obviously, if t) is reductive in g then I) is reductive. 

Proposition 2.11. A Lie algebra g is reductive if and only if it is the 
direct sum 

(6) g = a + s 

of an abelian ideal a and a semisimple ideal s. In that case, 

(7) a = center(g), s = [g, g]. 

Proof. Since the representation adg is semisimple g has a decom
position g = £ gt- into subspaces on which adg acts irreducibly. In 
particular, each gt is an ideal of g. Each ideal of g£ is an ideal in g so 
([DS], Chapter II, §6; Chapter III, Exercise B8) g, is either a simple Lie 
algebra or one-dimensional. Decomposition (6) now follows by taking 5 
as the sum of the simple gf and a the sum of the 1-dimensional g,. 

The converse is clear since by the semisimplicity of 5, adg (g) = adg (5) 
is semisimple. 
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Propos i t ion 2.12. Let g be a reductive Lie algebra {over R or C) 
and n a representation of § on a finite-dimensional vector space V. Then 
n is semisimple if and only if the restriction n \center (g) is semisimple. 

Proof. We shall use the familiar fact from linear algebra that a com
mutative family of endomorphisms is semisimple if and only if each 
member of the family is semisimple. 

Assume first n is semisimple and consider the decomposition (6). Fix 
Hea and write n(H) = N + S where N and S are the nilpotent and 
semisimple parts of n(H\ respectively. Let W be the null space of N. 
Since N is a polynomial in n(H) ( [DS], Chapter III, §1) N commutes 
with each element in 7r(g). Hence 7r(g) leaves the subspace W c V in
variant. Let W a V be a complementary invariant subspace. Since 
7t(H)W a W we have NW a W and the restriction N' = N\W is nil-
potent. But since W n W = 0, N' has no null vector x ^ 0 in W. But, 
AT being nilpotent, this implies AT = 0 ([DS], Chapter III, §1). Thus 
N = 0, so n(H) is semisimple, whence by the initial remark, 7T|Q is semi-
simple. 

For the converse we may, by Proposition 2.3, assume that g is a Lie 
algebra over C. The commutative family 7c(a) now assumed semisimple, 
let V = (J), Vt be the direct decomposition into joint eigenspaces of n(a). 
Then each Vx is 7i(g)-invariant and 7r(g) | Vi\ — 7c(s) | Vi\. Since s is semi-
simple this last family of operators is semisimple. Thus the representa
tion 7c,-: X -> n(X)\ V( of g on Vf is semisimple. Decomposing this into 
irreducibles we conclude from Proposition 2.1 that n is semisimple. 

Propos i t ion 2 .13. Let § be a reductive Lie algebra, n1 and n2 two 
semisimple representations ofq. Then nl ® n2 is semisimple. 

Proof. Because of Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 we may assume g com
plex, nx and 7c2 irreducible. Using (6) we see that nx(a) commutes 
element wise with 7^(9) so by Schur's lemma consists of scalar multiples 
of the identity. The same holds for 7i2(a) a n d therefore also for 
(n1 ® 7c2)(a), whence, by Proposition 2.12, n1 ® n2 is semisimple. 

Remark. The result holds also for g nonreductive (see, e.g., Dixmier 
[1974], Chapter I). 

Propos i t i on 2.14. Suppose the subalgebra i) of g is reductive in g 
and let n be a representation of g on V. 

(i) Let W be the sum of the subspaces W{ of V which are invariant and 
irreducible under n{\)\ Then n{§)W a W. 

(ii) If n is semisimple, so is n\i). 
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Proof. Let W{ a V be a subspace which is 7u(l))-invariant and irre
ducible and consider the representation p: X - • ad g (X) of i) on g. By 
Prop. 2.13 the representation p<g>(n\ty) of \) on g ® 14̂  is semisimple. 
Consider now the linear map 4 : g ® WJ-• K given by >4(X ® w) = 
K(X)W. Then ^ commutes with the action of I); in fact if Ye I) 

A((p ® (n\\)))(Y)(X ® w)) = A(IY9 X~] ® w + X ® 7i(y)w) 
= 7r([y, X])co + 7r(X)7r(y)w = 7r(y)y4(X ® w). 

Hence we have a semisimple representation of I) on A(g ® H^). Thus 
n{%)Wi = A(q ® WQ c W. This proves (i). For part (ii) we may assume 
n irreducible. Then by (i) W = V. Thus V = ]T,. Ŵ  and by irreducibility 
Ŵ  n W, = 0 unless W( = Wj. Thus K is the direct sum of certain W{ so 
7r 11> is semisimple. 

Corollary 2.15. If f) is reductive in g and g reductive in f, t/ze/t I) is 
reductive in f. 

Propos i t ion 2.16. Le£ f be semisimple and g reductive in f. If XGQ 
and adf (X) nilpotent, then X e [g, g]. 

Proof. We may assume g and f complex. Let X = C + A where C e 
center(g) and A e [g, g] and let A = S + N be the additive Jordan de
composition of A in [g, g]. Let n = ad f |g. Then n is a faithful semisimple 
representation of g which has a decomposition n = @ f 7̂  into irredu-
cibles n{. By 2.9 for [g, g], rc(N) is nilpotent, n(S) semisimple. By Prop. 
2.12, n(C) is semisimple, so since n(S) and n(C) commute, n(S + C) is 
semisimple. Since n(X) = n(N) + 7r(S + C) is nilpotent and n(N) and 
7u(S + C) commute it follows that n(S + C) = 0. For each i 7Cj(C) com
mutes elementwise with the irreducible 71,(9), s o *s a scalar, and 
Tr(7rt(S)) - Tr(7c£(i4)) - 0. Hence nt{C) = 0, so 71(C) = 0 and C = 0, as 
desired. 

§3. Some Algebraic Tools 

We recall that "field" always means commutative field of character
istic 0. In this section we only consider rings and algebras which are 
commutative, have an identity element, and no divisors of 0. A module 
M over a ring A is called finite if there exist finitely many elements xx, 
. . . , xm e M such that M = Axx + • • • + Axm. 

Definition. Let B be a ring and A a subring of B (with the same 
identity). An element x e B is called integral over A if it satisfies an 
equation 

(1) x" + axxn~l + . . . + an = 0 
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with leading coefficient 1, where axe A. If each X G 5 is integral over A, 
the ring B is said to be integral over A. 

Lemma 3.1 . Let A be a subring of B and let xeB. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(i) x is integral over A. 
(ii) The ring A\_x~] {the subring of B generated by A and x) is a finite 

A-module. 
(iii) There exists an intermediate ring R, ,4[x] a R cz B, such that R 

is a finite A-module. 

Proof. (i)=>(ii) There exists an integer n > 0 such that xneYJ"=o Ax1. 
It follows that xn+reYJi = o Axi+r so by induction on r, xn+reYJ"=o A*1 

for each r > 0. 
(ii) =>(iii) Take R == A[x\. 

(iii) => (i) Select yu ..., yne R such that R = Jj= I 4y£. Then we 
have for suitable elements a^eA, xyt = £ j = i a^yj (1 < z < n). Writing 
this system of linear equations as 

n 

X (Stjx - au)yj = 0 (1 < i < n), 
j=i 

we conclude that the determinant d = det (<50oc — atJ) satisfies dyt = 0 
for each /. Then dR = 0 so d = 0. But this is an equation of the form (1) 
so x is integral over A. 

By induction we conclude from Lemma 3.1, 

Lemma 3 .2 . Let xl9..., xn be elements of a ring B which are integral 
over a subring A. Then the ring A[xx,..., x„] {the subring of B generated 
by A and x t , . . . , x„) is a finite A-module. 

From this lemma and Lemma 3.1(iii) we obtain the following: 

Corollary 3 .3 . Let A be a subring of a ring B. The set of elements 
in B which are integral over A form a subring A of B containing A. 

Definition. The subring A is called the integral closure of A in B. 

Definition. A ring A is called integrally closed if it coincides with its 
integral closure in the quotient field C{A) of A. 

Lemma 3.4 . A unique factorization domain A is integrally closed. 

Proof. Let x e C{A) be integral over A. Then x = a//? where we may 
assume that a and (5 are relatively prime. Now x satisfies an equation 

x" + axxn~l + ••• + an = 0 
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so 
a" + axan-lp+ ••• + ajn = 0. 

If P has a prime factor y, then y must divide a" and therefore y divides a. 
This contradicts the fact that a and /} are relatively prime. Hence xe A. 

In particularly, the symmetric algebra S(V) over a finite-dimensional 
vector space V is integrally closed. 

Theorem 3.5. Let K be an algebraically closed field and A and B 
finitely generated algebras (with identity) over K. Suppose that A cz B and 
that B is integral over A. Then 

(i) Each homomorphism cp: A -> K extends to a homomorphism ij/ of 
B into K. 

(ii) / / each homomorphism cp: A -» K extends uniquely to a homo
morphism of B into K then the quotient fields C(A) and C(B) coincide. 

Proof of (i). If <p(A) = {0} we define ij/ by \j/(B) = {0}. If cp(A) ^ {0} 
then the kernel of cp is a maximal ideal m of A. We first prove the exist
ence of a maximal ideal n of B such that n n A = m. For this purpose 
consider the set of all ideals p of B satisfying p n A cz m. This set is par
tially ordered under inclusion and every (totally) ordered subset has an 
upper bound. By Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal element n of the 
set. If nn/4 is a proper subset of m, let x be an element in m which does 
not belong to n. Then n is a proper subset of the ideal n -b Bx; by the 
choice of n, (n + Bx) n A is not a part of m. In other words, there exists 
an element zeB and an element ye A, not in m, such that zx — yen. 
Now z satisfies an equation zn + a±zn~y + • • • + an = 0, a{e A, which 
after multiplication by xn and use of the congruence zx = y (mod n) gives 

/ 4- axxyn~1 + • • • + anxn = 0 (mod m). 
This contradicts xem, y$m. Hence n n A = m. 

If n were not a maximal ideal in B, suppose n' is a maximal ideal in B 
satisfying the proper inclusions n cz n' cz B. Then n' n A is an ideal in 
A properly containing m so A cz ri. Let xe B. Since x is integral over 
n' we have xl e ri for some integer /. Since B/ri is a field we conclude 
that x e ri. Thus n' = B, which is a contradiction. This proves that n is 
a maximal ideal in B so B/n is a field. Let 1 denote the identity of A. 
Then the mapping a -> a • 1 (a e K) is an isomorphism of K into A and 
the mapping a -• a • 1 4- n is an isomorphism of K into B/n. Now select 
bu...,bneB such that B = Klbl9..., bn~\. Then B = i4[fc t,..., &„] so 
by Lemma 3.2, B is a finite ,4-module. Writing B = Axx + • • -f ^4xm 
(x, e B) and using A = K + m we see that B/n is a finite extension of K. 
Since K is algebraically closed we have B/n = K. The natural mapping 
\jj: B -* K gives the desired extension of cp. 
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Proof of (ii). In order to prove (ii) we make use of the following 
theorem (the Noether normalization theorem, see, e.g., Zariski and 
Samuel [1958], p. 266). 

Let R = k\ji,..., yn~] be a finitely generated algebra over a field k and 
let d be the transcendence degree of the quotient field k(yx,..., yn) over k. 
There exist d linear combinations z i 9 . . . , zd of the yt with coefficients in k, 
algebraically independent over k, such that R is integral over k\^Zi,..., z^J. 

Combining this theorem with (i) we see that if k is algebraically closed 
there exists a homomorphism of k[_yl9..., y„] onto k. 

Suppose now that the quotient fields C(A) and C(B) were different. 
Let au...,am be a set of generators of A so A = K[ax,..., am] . Pick 
any element ae B which does not belong to C(A). We shall find a homo
morphism of K[au . . . , am] into K which has more than one extension 
to a homomorphism of K[ax,..., am, a ] into K. Since B is integral over 
K[au . . . , am, a ] , (ii) will then follow from (i). Let 

PJLX) = xn + Ma)xn- 1 + • • • + fm(a) = 0 

be the polynomial with coefficients in the field C(A) = K(ai9..., am) of 
lowest degree having a as a zero and leading coefficient 1. [Here a 
stands for the m-tuple (al9..., am)]. Let q(a) denote the product of all 
the denominators of all the f(a) with the discriminant of the polynomial 
pa(x). From the remark above we see that there exists a homomorphism 
cp of K[au...,am, l/g(a)] o n t o ^ - The image of the polynomial pa(x) 
under cp will then be a polynomial with coefficients in K having n 
distinct roots, say a x , . . . , a„. Fix one a .̂ We wish to extend cp (or more 
precisely, the restriction of cp to K\au . . . , am]) to a homomorphism 
if/i•: K[av,..., am, a] -> K by putting t/^(a) = a^ The condition for this 
being possible is that whenever a satisfies a polynomial equation 
p(a, x) = 0 with coefficients in i C [ a l 9 . . . , am] then at satisfies the cor
responding equation p(cp(a\ x) = 0 with coefficients in K. Since the 
polynomial pa(x) has minimum degree it divides p(a, x): 

p(a, x) = pa(x)q(a, x). 

Here the polynomial q(a, x) can be found by long division; its co
efficients gt(a) are rational expressions in al,...,am whose denomina
tors divide the product of the denominators of the f\(a). Since cp does not 
map this product into 0 it is clear that p{cp{a\ x) vanishes for x = a{. 
Now n > 1 and the homomorphisms i/̂ - (1 < i < n) are all different. This 
concludes the proof. 
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As explained in the preface the present short section furnishes detailed 
explanations of a few statements in the text, the proof of which is only 
indicated there. 

Page 9, line 11" : As remarked by Stetkaer one does not have to use the 
analyticity here. For a differential equation y" -f- f\{r)y' -f fo(r)y = 0 it is 
a classical result that if y\ (x) is a solution then 

V2 = yifie-IMr)dr*r 
is another solution. In our case formula (13a) shows that the solution 
yi(r) — ip\,n(r) is divisible by r'nL As a result, y2(r) is singular near r = 0, 
also for n — 0. This shows that all solutions which are smooth near r — 0 
are proportional. 

Page 19, line 12+: The remark for Page 9 applies here to show that all 
smooth solutions are proportional. 

Page 27, line 1 + : Combining this formula with Lemma 3.6 we obtain 

/ ei^w)p(w)dw = (^-) p{x) f e^x^w)dw 

Page 28, line 16": Since $\,s(ren) = $r\,5(en) this constant is indepen
dent of A (remark by Stetkaer). 

Page 30, line 1 + : In fact, putting t — x( r ) / |x | we get 

Ja 1 - X(T)2 Ja 1 - X(T)2 J0 1 - t2x2 

Page 50, line 7+ : The remark for Page 9 shows that indeed all the smooth 
solutions of (45) are proportional. 

611 
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Page 64, line 8+, 6": The function e(^+i)<^0 c a n be written 

If |C| = 1 then ^ ~ G S\z\(l) so log ( ^ p J is holomorphic for ( in an annulus 
around S\(0). Also, log (= — £) is holomorphic for £ in a slit plane from 
= to co. 

Page 65, line 7 + : Here we give a more detailed proof of the formula 

(1) j (J /(fc,b)dT{b)\ dk = J (f /(fc,b)dk) dT(b), 

where f(k,b) = e(i>>+i)(9k-z,b)^ g £ G,z e D fixed, since the text only gives 
and indication of a proof. 

The function b —> /(fc, b) extends to a holomorphic function in an annulus 
U containing B (same for all k). This extension has a Laurent expansion 

(2) f(k, 0 = £ An(k)C ,An(k) = ̂  j ^ - d<;, 

converging uniformly on each compact subset C C U. We have 

(3) |An(fc)| < ^ 

whenever the circle |£| = i2 is contained in U, M being a constant. As 
N —» co we have 

£.4n(fc)Cn->/(*, 0 
-N 

uniformly on K x C. After taking J K d/c we still have uniform convergence 
for ( e C. Since the embedding H{U) —• *4(#) is continuous this implies 

-AT 

Xn being as in Proposition 4.11 
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On the other hand, the left hand side of (4) equals 

(5) E / ( / Mk)Xn(b)dT(b)\ dk = 27rf^J An{k)a.ndk. 

We shall prove that 

oo „ 

(6) V / \An(k)a-n\dh<<x>. 

Assuming this, the right hand side of (5) has (by the dominated conver
gence theorem) the limit 

(7) 2K Y, I An(k)a.ndk= J J^An{k) f Xn(b)dT(b)dk. 
n JK JK n JB 

This last expression equals 

(8) JK\IB^An{-k)Xn^b)dT^b)) dk' 
because the uniform convergence of (2) implies that J2n An{k)Xn(p) con
verges in A(B). On the other hand expression (8) equals 

j(jf(k,b)dT(b)\ dk 

so (1) would follow from (4). 

To verify (6) we consider the cases n > 0 and n < 0 separately We know 
by Lemma 4.21 that 

(9) ^ | a n | r | n | < o o 0 < r < l . 
n 

(i) n > 0. Choose R > 1 such that (3) holds and then r < 1 such that 
Rr > 1. Then by (9), \An(k)a-n\ < const.(Rr)~n. 

(ii) n < 0. Choose R < 1 such that (3) holds and then r < 1 such that 
R < r < 1. Then by (9), |^n(A:)a_n | < const, (*)~n. Combining 
these cases (i) and (ii) relation (6) follows so (1) is proved. 
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Page 81, line 11 + : Here it is worth while remarking that each measure 
/i has the form w — v where w and v are positive measures. To see this 
define for / > 0, w(f) — sup0<g< j fi(g). Then if / , / ' are > 0 it is easy 
to see that w(f) + w(f') < w(f + / ' ) . On the other hand, if h > 0, 
0 < h < f -f / ' then putting g — min(/, h), g' — h — g we have 0 < g < / , 
0 < g' < f and h = 0 + #'. Hence /x(/i) - /i(#) -f Ms') < w(f) + w(/ ' ) 
whence w( / + / ' ) < w(f) + w( / ' ) . Thus w( / + / ; ) - w(f) -f w(/ ' ) for 
/ , / ' > 0. If k e CC{S) is written h = f - g = ff - gf {f,gj',gr all > 0) 
then / -f g' — f 4- # so w(fc) is well-defined as u>(/) — w(<j). Thus w is a 
positive measure and so is v — w — \i. 

Page 92, line 6~: The uniqueness can be proved as follows. If fi and 
\i' are two left invariant Haar measures, define v by v{f) — H>r{f) where 
f(g) = fig'1), f e CC(G). For g e CC(G) consider the function 5 -> 
f(s) f g(ts)dv(t) and integrate it with respect to 11. Since the z/-integral is 
constant in s the result is 

M/M<7) = Jf(s)jg(ts)diy(t)dfi(s) = jd^t)Jf(s)g(ts)dfi(s) 

= jdu{t) ff{t-la)g{a)d^a) = J g{cj) d^a) jf{t~la)du{t). 

Put /i(cr) = J f(t~la)dv(t)/n(f). Then the formula shows u — hfi {h 
independent of / ) . Taking cr = e we deduce 

/ . ( e M / ) = " ( / ) = M'(/) 
so ^ and /z' are proportional. 

Page 115, line 1 +: More explicitly, we have for each F € S(R), 

I sgnselst ( J F(p)e-ispdp) ds = 2ir(HF)(t). 

In fact if we apply both sides to ip(i^ £ <S(R)) the left-hand side is (by (40)) 

/ R ( I s g n sF(s)elst ds) ip{t) dt 

= f (HF)~(s)27rxl>(s)ds = 2n [ (HF)(t)(i/>)(t) dt 
JR. JR. 

Page 176, line 3 + : To verify the surjectivity statement in full we note by 
Introduction, Theorem 3.4 that 

/ = ^2 akmSkm (k even) 
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and by (32)-(34) 

/ = Qn Y^akm¥k [2 J Skm {k even). 
k,m 

But by p. 23 

By the characterization in Introduction, Theorem 3.4(h), the surjectivity 
°f / —> f follows. 

Page 194, line 14~: The factors 1 — e~a and 1 — e~@ are relatively prime. 

Proof. Let u>i,.. .uot be as above, put A = T(R), so A = 0JZuji « Ze. 

If a = 2 X n ĉjfc and d the highest common factor of the rife then —a = du\ 
where d > 0, u\ G A, and coordinates m^ = n^/d of ui have no common 
factor. This being the case, we can extend the row m i , . . . , mi to a matrix 
(ra^-) G SL (£, Z) with raij = rrij. We extend ui to a basis ui,u'2,... ,u'£ 

of A over Z by u'k = Y?\ mkjU0j{k > 2). Let A' = @iZu'k. We have 

—/? = nui -f /i , yu 7̂  0 in A'. 

Then \i — 171U2 where 112 G A' has coordinates relative to (u'k) which have 
no common factor. We can then by the earlier argument for A extend u<i 
to a basis (uk) of A'. Then A = o{Zui and 

—a — du\ , —(3 — nu\ -f mu2 , m / 0 . 

The algebra F is isomorphic to the ring 

A — Z [Xi,... ,Xe, Xi , . . . , XJ ] Xi = eu% 

and 

1 - e~a = 1 - X{ , 
1 - e"^ - 1 - X^X™ . 

Since 1 — Xf — X[~=§(\ — £VX\) where e = e~?, and since no factor 1 —e^Xi 
divides 1 — X™X™ (it does not vanish for X\ ~ e~u) the elements 1 — e~a , 
1 — e_ /3 are relatively prime. 
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Page 206, line 1 + : Since H = ( ' J is the isotropy group of 

(0 , . . . ,0,1) it leaves each plane yq+2 = const, invariant. Thus Sr(0) is 
a section of a plane with our quadric (or rather the part of this section 
which lies in Do). 

Page 250, line 3+: Proof of (31). Given x' = ( x i , . . . ,x n _i) put 

J(x') = {xn : (x ' ,xn) e BR) . 

By Schwarz's inequality, 

| ^ ( x i , . . . , X n ) | 2 < [ n dt f \(dn(p)(x',t)\2dt 
J-R JI(x') 

< 2R j \(dnip)(x',t)\2dt. 
Jl(x') 

The right hand side is independent of xn so 

/ \ip(x)\2dx = dxf \<p(x', xn)\2 dxn 
JBR J\X'\<R Jl(x') 

f dx' j \2R f \(dnip)(x',t)\2dt)dxn 
J\x'\<R Jl(x') \ Jl(x') J 

< m2 [ dx' [ \(dnip)(x',t)\2dt 

= m2 j \(dn<p)(x)\2 dx, 
JBR 

which proves (31) even in a stronger form. 
Page 281, line 16": To prove (5) recall that 

(X-/)to) = | ^ / ( f l e x p t X ) | ^ . 

Put F ( x i , . . . , xn) = f(gexpX). By induction 

—F(txu... ,txn) = Y^xn '"xim(dii . . . 9 i m F ) ( t x i , . . . ,*x n ) , 

which for t = 0 gives 

(Xmf)(g) = £ > n . •. ^ A(Xn . . . Xitn)f(g) = (X(Xm)f)(g). 

Page 281, line 8+: That X{P) is a differential operator is even easier to see 
from (5) and the fact that the powers Xm (Xe Q,me Z+) span S(g). 
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Page 444, line 7~: Actually, Lemma 6.8 gives (with a = (s')~l) 

N* = exp(na fl n) exp(na fl n) . 

If there were an element x € Na D N not in exp(n(7 fl n) then the formula 
gives x = X1X2 and X2 — N n N = e. Hence exp(n°" n n) = Na D A/", 
proving (28). 

Page 558, line 2~~: Note in fact that (AX)n ~ ^11^11 if the x^ are 
ordered b y i n , . . . ,xin,X2n,.->X2ni--Xni,.'.Xnn-
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SYMBOLS FREQUENTLY USED 

Ad: adjoint representation of a Lie group, 87, 282 
ad: adjoint representation of a Lie algebra, 282 
A(r): spherical area, 165 
A(g): component in g = n exp A(g)k, 303 
a: coroot, 192 
Aa: root vector, 267 
jrf(B): space of analytic functions on B, 35, 278 
£?'(B): space of analytic functional (hyperfunctions) on B, 35, 278 
a, ac, a*, a*: abelian subspaces and their duals, 181, 303 
a*: subset of a*, 434 

a + , a*+ : Weyl chambers in a and a*, 181, 430 
Br(p): open ball with radius r, center p, 44, 118, 156 
B: Killing form, 164 
£,(0): ball in P", 118 
Card: cardinality, 188 
CI: closure, 3 
conj: complex conjugate, 391 
C": complex n-space, 15 
Cn: special set, 136 
C(X): space of continuous functions of X, 3 
CC(X): space of continuous functions of compact support, 3 
Cm(X): space of functions with continuous partial derivatives of order <m, 3 
C*°(X\ Q°(X): set of differentiable functions, set of differentiable functions of compact sup

port, 3, 239 
c{k): Harish-Chandra's c-function, 39, 430, 434 
C + , ~C, + C , C~ : closures of Weyl chambers and their duals, 459 
®(X): Cf{X\ 3, 239 
9'(X): set of distributions on X, 3, 240 
@K(X): set offe® with support in X, 239 
0W(P"): subspacc of 0(P"), 100 
^"(X), ^ ' " (X): space of X-invariant elements in ®(X), ®\X\ 43 
9\G\ $>'XG): space of X-bi-invariant members of 3>(G), ®\G\ 292 
D(G): set of left-invariant differential operators on G, 274 
DH(G): subalgebra of D(G), 284 
D(G/H): set of G-invariant differential operators on G/H, 274 
</(<5) or d6: dimension ( = degree) of a representation, 391 
A(D): radial part of D, 259 
5: density function, 260 
E(M): set of all differential operators on M, 241 
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656 SYMBOLS FREQUENTLY USED 

*(X): C°°(X), 3, 239 
g\X\ g'\X): space of K-invariant elements in <f(X), 6\X\ 292 
6X: eigenspace, 12, 35, 279 
Eab: space, 4 
E: space of entire functional^ 5 
F(a, b; c; z): hypergeometric function, 50, 484 
<t>x: spherical function, 38, 418 
0A m: generalized spherical function, 50 
G(d, n\ Gdn: manifolds of d-planes, 124 
GL(n, R\ GL(n, C): classical groups, 222 
J^(Z): space of holomorphic functions on Z, 15 
^ ( C ) : exponential type, 15 
Hom(V, W): space of linear transformations of V into Wf 392 
H": hyperbolic space, 29, 152, 177 
H(E): space of harmonic polynomials on E, 346 
Jf: Hilbert transform, 113 
H(g): component in g — k exp H(g)n, 277 
Im: imaginary part, 2 
1(E): space of invariant polynomials on is, 346 
Ipq: matrix, 201 
ly: Riesz potential, 135 
J»(z): Bessel function, 11 
Jf(X): CC(X\ 396 
Xd: character of S, 391 
!: algebra in Cartan decomposition, 186 
LX(X): space of integrable functions on X, 414 
LP(X): space of / with \f\'e L\X\ 510 
L: diameter of X, 164 
L = Lx: Laplace-Beltrami operator on X, 31, 244 
L(g) = Lg: left translation by g, 85 
/: left regular representation, 386 
l(S): dimension, 394 
l(s): length function, 442 
A: symmetrization, 282 
A: set of integral functions (weights), 498, operator, 113, root lattice, 307 
A( + ): set of dominant integral functions, 498 
A(TC): set of weights of rc, 498 
A(E): Grassmann algebra over E, 354 
Mp: the tangent space to a manifold M at p, 84 
Mr: mean-value operator, 103, 288 
Af(w): group of isometries of R?, 4 
n(s): cardinality of L3

+, 441 
JV: set of nilpotent elements, 369 
0(p,q): orthogonal groups, 200 
ft„: area of S""1, 18 
P": set of hyperplanes in IT, 97 
p: part of a Cartan decomposition, 181 
Rn: real w-space, 3 
R+: set of reals >0, 2 
Re: real part, 2 
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Rg or R(g): right translation by g, 85 
r: right regular representation, 386 
Res: residue, 133 
p : half sum of roots, 181 
r : set of regular elements, 369 

£ : set of quasi-regular elements, 369 
Sn: rt-sphere, 3 
Sr(p): sphere or radius r and center p, 103, 312 
£f{R")\ space of rapidly decreasing functions on Rn 

^*(JT), <^0(K"): subspaces of ^(JT), 104 
&"(R?): space of tempered distributions, 131, 132 
S(V): symmetric algebra over V, 346 
sgn(x): signum function, 114 
SrH(P"): subspace of 9>{Rn\ 99, 100 
sh x: sinh x, 36 
E, E + , LQ , 2,+ sets of restricted roots, 441 
¥\ set of semisimple elements, 369 
th x: tanh x, 76 
*A: transpose of Ay 388 
Tr04): trace of A, 221 
T(X): translation on G/H, 88 
U(Q): universal enveloping algebra of g, 503 
U(n): unitary group, 515 
Vb\ representation space of <5, 391 
V^: space of fixed vectors under d(M), 394 
V(S): space of /C-finite vectors of type S, 395 
V °°: space of differentiable vectors, 387 
W: Weyl group, 194 
Z, Z+: the integers, the nonnegative integers, 2 
Z(G): center of D(G) 
Z(g): center of the universal enveloping algebra U(Q), 503 
": Fourier transform, 4, 33, 457; spherical transform, 39, 415, 449 
": Radon transform, 76, 97; incidence 140 
~: Dual Radon transform, 97; incidence, 140 
*, x : convolutions, 22, 43, 44, 99, 119, 132, 289, 290; adjoint operation, 241, 513; pullback, 

83; star operator, 330 
® : direct sum, 601 
(x): tensor product, 391 
A : exterior product, 354 
<, >: inner product, 18, 29, 32, 186, 347 
\ £*: space of K-invariants in E, 43, 292 
|| |£: norm on C°°(V), 234 
D : operator 98, 337; wave operator, 208 

Set theory. Let A and B be sets. We use the usual symbols e, <z, n, u for being element of, 
inclusion, intersection, and union. The set A — B is the set of elements in A not in B. If @ is 
a property and M a set, then {x e M: x has property &} denotes the set of elements xe M 
with property 0*. The composite of two maps f:A-*B and g:B-+M is denoted gof:A-*M. 
The sign => means "implies/* 
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Algebra. If K is a subgroup of a group G, the symbol G/K denotes the set of left 
cosets gK, g e G. When K is considered as an element in G/K it will sometimes be denoted 
by {K}. If x G G, the mapping gK -+ xgK of G/K onto itself will be denoted by T(X). 

Let A: V -*• W be a linear mapping of a vector space F into a vector space MK Let F* and 
W* denote the respective duals. The mapping *A: W* -• V* defined by '/4(w*X*0 = w*(i4t>) 
is called the transpose of A A linear map A: V-* V will often be called an endomorphism of 
V. IS V has finite dimension the determinant and trace of 4 will be denoted by det(A) 
and Tr(A\ respectively. 

Topology. Let X be a topological space, A cz X a. subset. The closure of A is denoted A 
or Cl{A\ the interior of A by A. If / is a function on X its restriction to A is denoted / | A The 
Hausdorff separation axiom for a topological space will always be assumed. A coset space 
G/H where H is a closed subgroup of the topological group G will always be taken with its 
natural topology which is characterized by the fact that the mapping g -• gH of G onto 
G/H is continuous and open. A topological vector space V (over R or C) can be topologized 
by a family of seminorms if and only if it is locally convex. This family can be chosen count
able if and only if V is metrizable. If in addition V is complete it is called a Frechet space. 

Manifolds. If M is a manifold and pe M, the tangent space to M at p is denoted by Mp. If 
<t>:q-> (Xj(^),..., xm(q)) is a system of coordinates near p the mappings 

(d/dxdp:f-+ [ )(<I>(P)) feC°[tf) 

form a basis of Mp. Let &: M -> N be a differentiable mapping of M into a manifold N. Its 
differential at p, mapping Mp into N^p) is denoted ^Op. If n is a form on N its pullback by O 
is denoted <!>**/; it is a form on M. 

Lie groups. Lie groups are usually denoted by capital letters and their Lie algebras by the 
corresponding lower case German letters. The exponential mapping of a Lie algebra into a 
corresponding Lie group is denoted exp. The identity component of a Lie group G is denoted 
G0. We use the standard notation for the classical groups: GL(ntC), GL(n,R)t SL(n,C)t 
5L(n, R\ U(py q\ SU(p, q\ SU*(2n\ SO(ny Q, 0(p, q\ SO*(2n), Sp(n, C% Sp(n, R), and Sp(p, q). 
See, for example, {DS], Chapter X, §2 for detailed descriptions. 
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A 

Abel's integral equation, 41, 106, 488 
Adjoint representation, 282 
Admissible, 419 
Alternation, 192 
Antiderivation, 354 
Antipodal manifold, 164 
Area, 312 

B 

Bessel function, 11 
Boundary component, 463 

C 

Cartan 
motion group, 424 
product, 545 
subalgebra, 373 
subspace, 374 

Casimir operator, 331, 333 
Cauchy principal value, 138 
Cauchy problem 127, 130, 342, 343 
Cayley hyperbolic space, 177 
Cayley plane, 167 
Central, 495 
Cone 

light cone, 203, 205 
null cone, 203 
retrograde cone 139, 205 

Conformal, 331 
diffeomorphism, 332 
vector field, 332 

Conjugate point, 164 
Convergent, 529 

absolutely convergent, 529 

Convex hull, 459 
Convolution, 43, 44, 132, 289, 290, 407 

mixed, 119 
Cusp forms, 148 

D 

Darboux equation 159, 288 
Decomposition 

Bruhat, 196 
Cartan, 186 
Iwasawa, 181 

Density function, 260 
Diagram, 190 
Diameter, 164, 312 
DifTerentiable vector, 387 
Differential operator 

adjoint of, 241 
characterization, 236 
definition, 236, 239 
globally solvable, 275 
image of, 241 
invariant, 241, 274 
projection on a submanifold, 251, 300 
radial part of, 259, 335 
separation of variables, 255 
solvable, 275 
symbol of, 277 
transversal part of, 255 

Distinguished, 548 
Distribution 

compact support, 3, 240 
definition, 3, 240 
derivative of, 131 
support of, 3, 240 
tempered, 131 

Divergence, 243, 246 
Double fibration, 141 
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E 

Eigenfunction, 275 
joint, 275, 402 

Eigenspace, 275 
representation, 2, 275 

Elliptic space, 161 
Euler angles, 225 
Exponential type, 15, 43, 448 

entire function of, 43 
uniform, 33 

Exponentially decreasing function, 179 

F 

Finite module, 607 
Flag manifold, 142 
Fourier coefficients, 507, 508 
Fourier series 

absolutely convergent, 519 
for analytic functionals, 62 
for entire functionals, 7 
Fourier-Stieltjes series, 514 
of a function, 507, 508 
lacunary, 525 

Fourier transform 
in /?", 4 
of distributions, 131 
non-Euclidean, 33 
on a sphere, 78 
on a symmetric space, 457 

Functional 
analytic, 35, 278 
entire, 5 

G 

Generalized sphere, 149 
Generating function, 353 
Geodesic polar coordinates, 313 
Gradient, 243 
Grassmann manifold, 124, 223 
Group algebra, 407 

H 

Harmonic 
analysis, 2 

function, 14, 403 
polynomial, 17, 345, 360, 380 

Heisenberg group, 276 
Hilbert transform, 113 
Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, 18, 351, 380 
Homogeneous spaces in duality, 141 

polynomial, 17 
subspace, 347 
two-point homogeneous, 150 

Horocycle, 31 
Huygens's principle, 130, 343 
Hyperbolic 

plane, 29, 75 
space, 152 

Hyperfunction, 35, 278, 547 
rapidly decreasing, 548 
unitary, 547 

Hypergeometric equation, 484 
confluent, 67 

Hypergeometric function, 60 
Hypergroup, 523 

normal subhypergroup, 523 
subhypergroup, 523 

I 

Incident, 140 
Inductive limit, 5, 240 

strict, 396 
Integral, 607 

dominant integral function, 498 
integral function, 498 

Integral closure, 608 
Integrally closed, 608 
Invariant 

differential operator, 2, 241, 274 
exponential, 192 
exterior, 363 
polynomial, 345 
quasi-invariant, 74, 332 

Inversion formula 
Fourier transform, 4, 21, 33, 78 
Radon transform, 96, 110, 112, 113, 120, 

121, 159, 166, 178 
spherical transform, 40, 454 

Isotropic 
manifold, 150, 199 
vector, 15, 203 
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J 

Jacobi polynomial, 543 
Joint 

eigenfunction, 2 
eigenspace, 2 

Jordan decomposition, 605 

K 

/r-finite, 72, 395, 278, 419 
of type <5, 395 

L 

Laplace transform, 7, 15 
Laplace-Beltrami operator, 31, 242 

invariance of, 246 
Left-invariant 

differential operator, 280 
form, 85 
measure, 86 

Legendre 
function, 406 
polynomial, 404 

Leibnitz rule, 234 
Length function, 442 
Z,F-space 398 
Lie derivative, 243 
Lipschitzean, 342 
Lorentz group, 276 
Lorentzian, 199 

M 

Mean value operator, 103, 288, 319, 584 
Measure, 81 

equivalent to Lebesgue measure, 241 
Haar, 89 
Haar measure in canonical coordinates, 

96 
invariant, 90 
positive, 81 
Riemannian, 83, 243 

Modular group, 148, 222 
Multiplicities, 165, 181 
Multiplier, 547 

N 

Nilpotent 
element, 369, 604 
principal, 369 

Non-Euclidean 
Fourier transform, 33 
Laplacian, 31 
Plane, 29 

Normed algebra, 409 

O 

Orbital integrals, 149, 207 

P 

Paley-Wiener theorem, 15, 33, 109, 450 
Partition function, 544 
Plancherel formula 

Fourier transform, 4, 21, 33 
Radon transform, 116 
spherical transform, 40, 454 

Plane wave, 31, 97 
Poincare 

group, 276 
inequality 250 
model, 29 

Poisson 
equation, 135, 315 
integral, 69 
kernel, 69 
transform, 279 

Positive 
definite, 389 
root, 271 
strongly positive sequence, 474 

Primitive, 355, 356 
Projection 

of a differential operator, 251 
yV-projection, 454 

Proper map, 469 
Pseudo-Riemannian manifolds, 199 

of constant curvature, 200 
quadric models, 200 

Pullback, 83 
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Quasi-invariant, 74 
Quasi-regular, 369 

Radial part, 259 
distributions, 335 
examples, 265, 334 

Radon transform 
applications, 126 
for distributions, 118, 146 
for a double fibration, 143 
for d-planes, 123 
dual transform, 97 
for hyperplanes, 97 
totally geodesic submanifolds, 152, 161 
two-point homogeneous spaces, 166, 177 

Rapidly decreasing function, 99, 179 
Reduced, 442 
Reductive 

homogeneous space, 284 
Lie algebra, 605 
subalgebra, 605 

Reflection, group, 356 
Regular, 369, 383 

regular normalization, 449 
Representation, 274 

adjoint, 282 
character of, 391 
coefficient, 386 
completely reducible, 600 
contragredient, 388 
differential of, 388 
direct sum, 391 
eigenspace, 2, 275 
equivalent, 386 
faithful, 600 
fundamental, 500 
irreducible, 2, 274 
K-finite, 419 
left regular, 386 
quasisimple, 388 
right regular, 386 
scalar irreducible, 74 
semisimple, 600 
spherical, 410 
tensor product, 391 

topologically irreducible, 274 
unitarily equivalent, 414 
unitary, 1, 386 
weakly equivalent, 419 
weights of, 496 

Ricci curvature, 332 
Riesz potentials, 135, 139, 211, 213 
Right-invariant, 85 

differential operator, 284 
form, 85 
measure, 87 

Scalar 
curvature, 332 
irreducible, 74 

Schur's orthogonality relations, 391 
Schwartz space, 100, 483, 489 
Semi reflexive, 388 
Semisimple 

element, 369, 603 
endomorphism, 369 
representation, 600 

Simple, 46 
Simply convex, 248 
Singular, 383 
Skew, 192, 271, 504 
sl2 triple, normal, 370 
Solvable, 275 

globally, 275 
Spacelike, 203 
Spectrally continuous, 511 
Spectral norm, 511 
Spherical 

bi-spherical function, 423 
function, 38, 399 
generalized spherical function, 53 
harmonics, 19 
spherical function of class, d, 424 
transform, 38, 399 
ultraspherical polynomial, 20, 78 
zonal spherical function, 424 

Stirling's formula, 7 
Strong topology, 388 
Support theorems 

for distributions, 119 
for //", 153 
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for R\ 105 
for X-ray transform, 179 

Symmetric 
algebra, 280 
operator, 245 
pair, 291 
space, 186 
vector field, 333 

Symmetrization, 282 

T 

Timelike, 203 
Totally geodesic, 150 
Transform, 83 

dual transform, 97 
Fourier transform, 4, 33, 78, 131 
Radon transform, 97 
X-ray transform, 178 

Transpose, 388 
Transversality condition, 254, 259 
Two-point homogeneous space, 150 

U 

Unimodular, 88 
Unit sphere bundle, 337 

V 

Vector field, induced, 254 

W 

Wave 
equation, 127, 130, 342,343 
operator, 208 
plane, 97 

Weight, 496 
fundamental, 498 
highest, 498 
multiplicity of, 496 

X 

X-ray transform, 123, 178 
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